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Abstract: In this review on advanced biomolecular EPR spectroscopy, which addresses both the
EPR and NMR communities, considerable emphasis is put on delineating the complementarity
of NMR and EPR regarding the measurement of interactions and dynamics of large molecules
embedded in fluid-solution or solid-state environments. Our focus is on the characterization
of protein structure, dynamics and interactions, using sophisticated EPR spectroscopy methods.
New developments in pulsed microwave and sweepable cryomagnet technology as well as ultrafast
electronics for signal data handling and processing have pushed the limits of EPR spectroscopy to new
horizons reaching millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths and 15 T Zeeman fields. Expanding
traditional applications to paramagnetic systems, spin-labeling of biomolecules has become a
mainstream multifrequency approach in EPR spectroscopy. In the high-frequency/high-field EPR
region, sub-micromolar concentrations of nitroxide spin-labeled molecules are now sufficient to
characterize reaction intermediates of complex biomolecular processes. This offers promising
analytical applications in biochemistry and molecular biology where sample material is often
difficult to prepare in sufficient concentration for NMR characterization. For multifrequency EPR
experiments on frozen solutions typical sample volumes are of the order of 250 µL (S-band), 150 µL
(X-band), 10 µL (Q-band) and 1 µL (W-band). These are orders of magnitude smaller than the sample
volumes required for modern liquid- or solid-state NMR spectroscopy. An important additional
advantage of EPR over NMR is the ability to detect and characterize even short-lived paramagnetic
reaction intermediates (down to a lifetime of a few ns). Electron–nuclear and electron–electron
double-resonance techniques such as electron–nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), ELDOR-detected
NMR, PELDOR (DEER) further improve the spectroscopic selectivity for the various magnetic
interactions and their evolution in the frequency and time domains. PELDOR techniques applied to
frozen-solution samples of doubly spin-labeled proteins allow for molecular distance measurements
ranging up to about 100 Å. For disordered frozen-solution samples high-field EPR spectroscopy allows
greatly improved orientational selection of the molecules within the laboratory axes reference system
by means of the anisotropic electron Zeeman interaction. Single-crystal resolution is approached at the
canonical g-tensor orientations—even for molecules with very small g-anisotropies. Unique structural,
functional, and dynamic information about molecular systems is thus revealed that can hardly be
obtained by other analytical techniques. On the other hand, the limitation to systems with unpaired
electrons means that EPR is less widely used than NMR. However, this limitation also means that
EPR offers greater specificity, since ordinary chemical solvents and matrices do not give rise to EPR
in contrast to NMR spectra. Thus, multifrequency EPR spectroscopy plays an important role in
better understanding paramagnetic species such as organic and inorganic radicals, transition metal
complexes as found in many catalysts or metalloenzymes, transient species such as light-generated
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spin-correlated radical pairs and triplets occurring in protein complexes of photosynthetic reaction
centers, electron-transfer relays, etc. Special attention is drawn to high-field EPR experiments on
photosynthetic reaction centers embedded in specific sugar matrices that enable organisms to survive
extreme dryness and heat stress by adopting an anhydrobiotic state. After a more general overview
on methods and applications of advanced multifrequency EPR spectroscopy, a few representative
examples are reviewed to some detail in two Case Studies: (I) High-field ELDOR-detected NMR
(EDNMR) as a general method for electron–nuclear hyperfine spectroscopy of nitroxide radical and
transition metal containing systems; (II) High-field ENDOR and EDNMR studies of the Oxygen
Evolving Complex (OEC) in Photosystem II, which performs water oxidation in photosynthesis, i.e.,
the light-driven splitting of water into its elemental constituents, which is one of the most important
chemical reactions on Earth.

Keywords: high-field EPR; ENDOR; EDNMR; PELDOR; short-lived radical intermediates; nitroxide
radicals; site-directed spin labelling; photosynthesis; desiccation tolerance by anhydrobiosis
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1. Introduction

This review on advanced biomolecular EPR spectroscopy addresses both the EPR and NMR
communities. It is based on our 2013 overview article in Progress in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy [1]. Here, we summarize the essentials of this review and include new contributions
to high-field/high-frequency EPR published in recent years. We emphasize the complementarity of
modern developments of NMR and EPR methodology when measuring the molecular interactions
in large (bio)molecules. Concerning the title of the present review, Biomolecular EPR meets NMR at
high magnetic fields, we are convinced that it correctly reflects the current growth of literature on
high-field EPR in all its facets, such as transient EPR (TREPR), electron–nuclear double resonance
(ENDOR), hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy (HYSCORE), electron spin-echo envelope
modulation (ESEEM), electron–electron double resonance (ELDOR), and ELDOR-detected NMR
(EDNMR). In time-resolved EPR, parallel to the cw (continuous wave) method TREPR, also pulse EPR
is being used with electron spin-echo detection (ESE-detected EPR, short-hand notation ESE-EPR), i.e.,
by recording the spin echo decay when varying the characteristic interpulse time separation [2].

In general, review articles published in Progress in NMR Spectroscopy are invited treatments of
topics of current interest. In that segment of the magnetic resonance community that is involved in
determining structures and dynamics of complex biomolecules, the barrier between the two cultures,
NMR and EPR, seems to be gradually diminishing. The key ingredient of this evolution is the
development of electron–nuclear double resonance techniques, such as dynamic nuclear-electron
polarization (DNP), which is becoming an essential tool in the NMR discipline, addressing its main
limitation, namely detection sensitivity.

The year 2016 marked the 50th anniversary of the first issue of Progress in Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy [3]. One should mention, however, that in the first 50 volumes of Progress only
very few dedicated EPR spectroscopists appeared in the list of authors [4]. This disparity seems to be
slowly changing.

In 2010, Jack Freed and his coworkers reported in this journal on the structural dynamics of
bio-macromolecules and the slowly relaxing local structure approach, an approach that is equally
powerful for both NMR and EPR spectroscopy [5]. And Gunnar Jeschke extended this treatment in
2013 [6] by discussing in detail the dynamic processes that can potentially affect the results of dipolar
EPR spectroscopy of site-specifically spin-labeled macromolecules in the solid state as a result of
internal dynamics of spin labels and their static conformational distributions. In 2012, Thomas Prisner
and coworkers reported in Progress on DNP at high magnetic fields in liquids [7]. The authors nicely
demonstrated to what extent DNP-driven signal enhancement techniques can profit from specific
experiences gained separately in NMR and EPR spectroscopies. And in 2013, Klaus Möbius and
coworkers discussed in Progress high-field/high-frequency EPR experiments on membrane proteins
thereby crossing the gap between EPR and NMR [1]. In 2014, Andrew Webb reviewed cavity- and
waveguide-resonator constructions in EPR, NMR and MRI applications [8]. In the same year, 2014,
Konstantin Ivanov and coworkers [9] discussed in their review in Progress the role of level anti-crossings
in nuclear spin hyperpolarization, a phenomenon based on the interaction between nuclear and
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electron spins and related to Chemically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (CIDNP). Nuclear
spin hyperpolarization is an important resource for increasing the sensitivity of NMR spectroscopy
and MRI. Signal enhancements can be as large as 3 to 4 orders of magnitude. The authors review
the recent literature on polarization transfer mechanisms, in particular focusing on the role of Level
Anti-Crossings (LACs) therein. Such “spontaneous” polarization transfer may occur both at low and
high magnetic fields. At high magnetic field, polarization may be transferred by cross-relaxation effects.
In addition, transfer of spin polarization can be accomplished by using specifically designed pulse
sequences. Another promising high-field technique is to generate the strong-coupling condition by
spin locking using strong radio-frequency B1 fields, carefully chosing their strength and frequency [9].
And finally, in 2017 Dieter Suter and Fedor Jelezko reviewed in Progress the exciting work on single-spin
magnetic resonance, a recent EPR variant, in the nitrogen-vacancy center of diamond [10].

In public awareness, including that of the general sciences, NMR still ranks far ahead of EPR [4],
and this will continue to be so. This observation seems to hold also for the members of the Nobel
Committees for Physics, Chemistry, Physiology or Medicine. A brief historical account of the
Nobel Prize laureates shows the common track of their decision making, leading from fundamental
discoveries to exciting further developments and applications. NMR doubtlessly fits the rules:
Otto Stern, USA: 1943 Nobel Prize in Physics, “for his contribution to the development of molecular
ray method and his discovery of the magnetic moment of the proton”; Isidor I. Rabi, USA: 1944
Nobel Prize in Physics, “for his resonance method for recording the magnetic properties of atomic
nuclei”; Felix Bloch, USA and Edward M. Purcell, USA: 1952 Nobel Prize in Physics, “for their
discovery of new methods for nuclear magnetic precision measurements and discoveries in connection
therewith”; Richard R. Ernst, Switzerland: 1991 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, “for his contributions to
the development of the methodology of high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy”;
Kurt Wüthrich, Switzerland: 2002 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, “for his development of nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy for determining the three-dimensional structure of biological macromolecules
in solution”; Paul C. Lauterbur, USA, and Peter Mansfield, UK: 2003 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine, “for their discoveries concerning magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)”.

Actually, no Nobel Prize was ever bestowed upon an EPR pioneer, despite the numerous
nominations that have been made. This does not imply that in the magnetic resonance community
recognition is being denied to EPR spectroscopy. On the contrary, in the last decade or so, one can
observe a gradual move to a more balanced sentiment, although the fan club of NMR remains larger
than that of EPR by orders of magnitude.

According to Web of Science, the annual distributions of NMR and EPR publications is characterized
by phases of stagnation at a certain level of instrumental capabilities followed by phases of strong
growth reflecting active research periods towards novel methodologies. Both in NMR and EPR a drastic
increase of research publications correlates with technological breakthroughs in fast radiofrequeny
and microwave pulsing schemes, in detection and data handling instrumentation—as well as in the
development of technology and commercial fabrication of high- and ultrahigh-field cryomagnets.
And both in NMR and EPR, when combining high-field spectroscopy with selective isotope labeling of
the sample, such a strategy led to particularly impressive examples of novel perceptions in structural
biology and chemistry.

Typically, such technological breakthroughs were first recognized—and taken advantage of—in
dedicated academic laboratories with a tradition in EPR instrumentation development, be it in Europe,
USA and Japan, see references in [1]. The limits of EPR spectroscopy were pushed to new horizons
including multifrequency Fourier-transform multidimensional EPR techniques. This led to a strong
increase of high-calibre EPR applications in basic and applied sciences, especially noticeable in the last
20 years for the subset of high-field EPR spectroscopy.

Furthermore, we attribute this observation to the fact that commercial mm and sub-mm EPR
spectrometers of high performance became available (e.g., Bruker BioSpin, Rheinstetten, Germany,
94 GHz, 263 GHz), ready for routine applications. The commercialization of scientific instrumentation
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is a necessary step to make a technique available to and popular in a wide scientific community.
This statement specifically applies to high-field EPR. The high-field EPR community is no longer
limited to a relatively small number of physicists and physical chemists in research laboratories able
to construct, maintain and operate such complex spectrometers. In a feedback loop, this creates
the scientific background for an improved public funding of research activities, notably in the areas
of biological systems and material sciences attracting a growing number of excellent students and
postdocs to work in dedicated high-field EPR laboratories.

The strong connections between NMR and EPR become particularly visible when dealing with
paramagnetic metal ions with total electron spin S 6= 0 in proteins and other biosystems [11–16].
By applying sophisticated pulse techniques and data handling methods, it has become possible
to obtain structural and mechanistic information by means of NMR on paramagnetic molecules
that cannot be obtained otherwise. Paramagnetic reporter groups such as nitroxide spin labels or
chelated lanthanide ions can almost deliberately be introduced into a diamagnetic molecule to provide
additional structural and mechanistic information. Among the leading figures in the field of NMR of
paramagnetic metal ions in proteins, we acknowledge Ivano Bertini (1940–2012) and his coworkers at
the University of Florence [16] where, in 1999, he founded the Magnetic Resonance Center (CERM),
hosting an impressive ensemble of NMR scientists and spectrometers, for details, see [17]. In 2017,
Ivano Bertini’s long-time colleague Claudio Luchinat has published, together with coworkers from the
University of Florence, the book NMR of Paramagnetic Molecules. Applications to Metallobiomolecules and
Models [18].

We point out that the review article on paramagnetic resonance of biological metal centers by
Marcellus Ubbink et al. [13] is particularly instructive in terms of chances and limitations of NMR and
EPR when applied to biological metal centers. The first half of this review deals with high-frequency
NMR of paramagnetic proteins, the second half with high-frequency/high-field EPR focusing on
copper, iron, and manganese proteins.

The inherent limitation of EPR spectroscopy to paramagnetic systems appears to no longer prohibit
applications on diamagnetic molecules: Over recent decades, methods for site-specific tagging of
proteins and oligonucleotides with paramagnetic reporter groups have been developed with the aim of
studying otherwise diamagnetic systems by dipolar EPR techniques [1]. Most often, such paramagnetic
tags include nitroxide radicals or metal chelators. Site-directed double spin labeling with nitroxides
has rapidly become a mainstream EPR approach [19]—as are tags suitable for site-specific and rigid
attachment of lanthanide ions to bio-macromolecules [20–22]. Both the chemical synthesis of suitable
spin labels and the molecular engineering of site-specific mutants to introduce the labels into the
protein, form the basis for high-precision determination of distances and orientations of molecular
subdomains by dipolar EPR techniques. They are discussed at length in numerous overview articles
and specialized books, several of them are listed in [1], and will be touched upon here only in
passing. We draw attention to the textbook-like treatise on high-field EPR spectroscopy in research and
applications, published in 2011: Multifrequency Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, Theory and Applications,
edited by S.K. Misra [23]. Its 26 chapters are written by leading scientists in the field containing both
introductory chapters for the beginners and specialized chapters for additional reading.

2. NMR versus EPR Spectroscopy at High Magnetic Fields

Modern high-frequency/high-field EPR is booming nowadays, similar to what happened to NMR
15 years ago. The reasons for EPR’s expansion are found in the remarkable technological breakthroughs
in microwave technology up to the THz region (500–1000 GHz), sweepable cryomagnet fabrication
up to 15 T, and ultra-fast instrumentation for data acquisition and handling. The difference in the
technical requirements for pulsed NMR and pulsed EPR and the disparate approaches for fulfilling
them is rooted in the different timescales of the NMR and EPR resonance phenomena, which, in turn,
are a consequence of the vastly different masses and magnetic moments of nuclei and electrons (for
protons mp/me ≈ 1840; µe/µp ≈ 660), see Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristic performance parameters of EPR versus NMR spectroscopy.

Resonance frequency 103 larger in EPR (GHz versus MHz)
Spin interactions 106 stronger in EPR (MHz versus Hz)
Relaxation times 106 shorter in EPR (ns versus ms)
Time resolution 106 shorter in EPR (ns versus ms)

Detection sensitivity 106 higher in EPR (nM versus mM)

In essence, the characteristic frequency separations in the NMR and EPR spectra are (Hz versus
MHz), and the relaxation times T1 and T2 are (ms versus ns). Hence, NMR radiofrequency pulses
need not be shorter than 10 µs, which does not pose any technical problems to generate and detect
coherently. The transverse electronic T2 relaxation times, however, are typically in the range of a
few ns. Hence, EPR microwave pulses have to be as short as a few ns. To generate and detect them
coherently poses great technical problems even today. The technical obstacles to solve in constructing
high-field/high-frequency EPR spectrometers in relation to NMR spectrometers can probably be best
understood from Table 1 with the characteristic parameters of NMR and EPR. The existing limitations
of microwave and sweepable cryomagnet technology prevented the EPR community for many years
from simply copying the approved concepts and high-field strategy of modern NMR spectroscopy.

While nowadays pulse NMR has completely replaced cw NMR, the cw versus pulse competition
is still widely open in EPR. Probably, cw and pulse EPR will continue to coexist. Which option to
choose is entirely determined by the sample to be studied; its relaxation times ultimately dictate the
preference for either a cw or pulse experiment.

Electron–nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) and other multiple resonance techniques such
as ELDOR (electron–electron double resonance, PELDOR (pulse ELDOR or DEER) or EDNMR
(ELDOR-detected NMR) have currently become very popular in the NMR and EPR communities.
There are at least four important features emerging from EPR and NMR spectra when increasing the
Zeeman field:

(1) enhanced spectral resolution,
(2) enhanced orientational selectivity in disordered samples,
(3) enhanced detection sensitivity for restricted-volume samples,
(4) enhanced “snapshot” sensitivity for probing fast motional dynamics.

Regarding those features some additional remarks may be appropriate:
Ad (1): The strategy for spectral resolution enhancement is similar in EPR and NMR: with

increasing external Zeeman fields the field-dependent spin interactions in the spin Hamiltonian are
separated from the field-independent ones. In high-field EPR, the g-factor resolution is increased in
relation to the hyperfine couplings, in high-field NMR the chemical-shift resolution is increased in
relation to the spin-spin couplings.

The information content of EPR spectra is governed by the static spin Hamiltonian, Ĥ0, consisting
of three terms (for S = 1/2 systems and nuclei with I = 1/2): the field-dependent electron and nuclear
Zeeman interactions and the field-independent electron–nuclear hyperfine interactions

Ĥ0/h =
µB
h
·B0·g̃·Ŝ−∑

i

gniµK

h
B0Îi + ∑

i
ŜÃiÎi (1)

(h: Planck constant; µB, µK: Bohr and nuclear magnetons; gn: nuclear g-factors; Ŝ, Î: electron and
nuclear spin vector operators; the summation is over all nuclei).

The interaction tensors g̃ and Ãi probe the electronic structure (wave function) of the molecule
either globally (g tensor) or locally (hyperfine tensors). They contain isotropic and anisotropic
contributions, and in isotropic fluid solution only the scalar values, 1/3·Tr(g̃) and 1/3·Tr(Ã),
are observed.
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In frozen solutions, powders or single crystals anisotropic tensor contributions also become
observable. For nuclei with I ≥ 1, a quadrupole term has to be added to the spin Hamiltonian and
corresponding energy eigenvalues. In the principal-axes system of the quadrupole tensor, they are
determined by: Qzz = e2·qzz·Q/2I(2I − 1) and η = (qxx − qyy)/qzz. Here, e2·qzz·Q/h is the quadrupole
coupling constant in frequency units and η is the asymmetry parameter; Q is the quadrupole moment
of the nucleus and eqii are the principal values of the electric field gradient tensor.

Ad (2): In frozen solution samples, standard EPR suffers from low spectral resolution due to
strong inhomogeneous line broadening. Such problems arise, for instance, because several radical
species or different magnetic sites of rather similar g-values are present or the small g-tensor anisotropy
of the paramagnetic system does not allow canonical orientations of the powder EPR spectrum to
be observed. For all cases of delocalized spin systems, in which unresolved hyperfine interactions
dominate the inhomogeneous EPR linewidth, a “true” high-field experiment has to fulfill the condition

∆g
giso
·B0 > ∆B (2)

i.e., the anisotropic electron Zeeman interaction, described by the difference ∆g of principal g-tensor
components, must exceed the inhomogeneous EPR linewidth ∆B. Alternatively, in certain cases ∆B
can be reduced by isotope labeling, e.g., by perdeuteration of the nitroxide spin-label and/or 14N to
15N substitution, so that Equation (2) can be fulfilled already at moderate Zeeman fields. The reduction
of ∆B by isotope labeling may be even the only way to enhance the spectral resolution when
field-dependent g-strain effects become the linewidth-determining parameter at higher Zeeman fields.

The enhanced orientational selectivity of high-field EPR in disordered samples is illustrated in
Figure 1. This feature becomes essential for randomly oriented spin systems with a small g-anisotropy
and lacking any large hyperfine anisotropy; organic radicals in frozen solutions or biological cofactors
in photosynthetic reaction center proteins are typical examples. Below room temperature, the overall
rotation of a protein complex becomes so slow that powder-type EPR spectra (Pake patterns that are
familiar to solid-state NMR spectroscopists) are obtained from which the canonical orientations of the
dominating interaction tensor can be determined.
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Figure 1. Enhanced orientational selectivity by high-field EPR, taking the radical anion of the
ubiquinone acceptor cofactor in frozen-solution photosynthetic reaction centers as example. (a) X-band
EPR without orientation selection of canonical g-tensor components; (b) W-band EPR with partial
orientation selection of the canonical gxx, gyy, gzz components of the g-tensor; (c) calculated orientation
selections mapped on the unit sphere.

As a consequence of magneto-selection of tensor orientations, by means of a double-resonance
experiment such as ENDOR, EDNMR or PELDOR, single-crystal-like information about spin
interactions can be extracted by adjusting the magnetic field value to resonance positions of g-factor
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resolved spectral features of the powder pattern. Similar arguments hold for dipolar electron–electron
spin interactions in radical pairs when studied by orientation-resolving high-field PELDOR. In the
case of transition-metal complexes the large hyperfine anisotropy of the metal ion may provide this
orientation selectivity for the entire orientational distribution of the molecules. Often, their g-anisotropy
is large enough to allow for distinct orientational selectivity even in standard X-band EPR (in a Zeeman
field of only 0.3 T) allowing for single-crystal-like ENDOR spectra [24–27].

Ad (3): Regarding the enhanced detection sensitivity of high-field EPR for restricted-volume
samples, this advantage has become one of the most important issues in modern magnetic resonance
spectroscopy to boost the notoriously poor NMR sensitivity. Owing to the thousandfold higher
resonance frequency in EPR than in NMR, principally the detection sensitivity of EPR is higher by
a factor of 106. This factor can hardly be compensated for by the sophisticated methods of spin
polarization transfer due to electron–nuclear interactions employed in modern NMR spectroscopy,
among them DNP enhanced NMR. This principal sensitivity advantage of EPR is even more
accentuated when going from standard X-band EPR to high-field EPR operating, for example,
in the mm and sub-mm frequency domains. Minute quantities of samples (µM versus mM
concentrations [28,29]) have become sufficient to characterize stable and short-lived transient reaction
intermediates of complex molecular systems—offering very interesting applications for biochemists
and molecular biologists [1].

Ad (4): Both NMR and EPR have established themselves not only as powerful tools for determining
structures but also as equally suitable methods for measuring reaction rates, for example the rates of
interconversion between two molecular states A and B. This can be achieved by using the anisotropies
of spin-spin interactions as probes and measure the temperature dependence of the progress in
averaging of these anisotropies. The anisotropy of the magnetic interactions gives rise of different
spectra for differently oriented molecules. But for molecules tumbling rapidly in fluid solution or
sufficiently “soft” matrices, these anisotropies average out so that the peaks for a given molecular
position are sharp and appear at an average position, rather than showing a broad envelope, a “Pake
pattern”, spanning a wide frequency range for molecules in many different orientations. Thus, the time
scale, be it the “NMR time scale” or the “EPR time scale” for dynamic processes averaging two
resonance peaks in a spectrum, is the reciprocal of the difference in frequency of the peaks. Thus,
the interconversion between A and B is fast on the NMR time scale if it occurs at a rate much greater
than the difference in frequency between A and B in the NMR spectrum taken at a specific Zeeman field.
Going to higher Zeeman fields allows one to study faster molecular dynamics [30]. This holds also
for EPR, and switching from NMR to EPR shortens the snapshot window by six orders of magnitude!
A multitude of studies on molecular dynamics employing anisotropic magnetic interactions of nuclear
and/or electron spins has been reviewed in [1] where also the respective references are given.

In view of molecular distance measurements between two spin entities in solid-state samples,
we emphasize the complementarity of EPR and NMR methods. We compare the range of distances
in which anisotropic spin-spin interactions are not averaged out as in fluid samples (see Table 2).
In solid-state NMR, typical short-range interproton distances derived from NOE’s have a cut-off
limit of ≤5 Å. This provides a very useful range of distance restraints in many proteins. There are
instances, however, in which short-range distance restraints do not lead to a unique molecular structure
model, and long-range distance information extending over 15–25 Å would be desirable. In such
a situation, NMR spectroscopists often resort to paramagnetic relaxation effects affecting the NMR
spectra in a targeted way. In general, this involves introducing a paramagnetic relaxer as spin label at
an appropriate site in the molecule [15]. Such spin labeling strategy is familiar also in EPR spectroscopy.
Due to its large magnetic moment, µe, the unpaired electron is a much more sensitive probe for the
location of a second spin, be it a nuclear or another electronic spin. Hence, the distance range, covered
by anisotropic (dipolar) spin interactions accessible to dipolar EPR spectroscopy, covers distances from
single bond lengths of about 1 Å up to transmembrane or even inter-domain distances of about 100 Å
(10 nm) or even larger [17,30–40].
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Table 2. Accessible distance ranges from dipolar spin interactions measured by various EPR methods
(see [1] for details).

Radical Type Method Anisotropic Spin Interaction Distance Range

Monoradical EPR electron–nuclear 1 Å ≤ r ≤ 3 Å
Monoradical ENDOR electron–nuclear 1 Å ≤ r ≤ 10 Å
Radical pair EPR/ESE electron–electron 5 Å ≤ r ≤ 30 Å
Radical pair PELDOR electron–electron 15 Å ≤ r < ∼100 Å

3. High-Field EPR Instrumentation

In the following section, we give a brief overview of the participating groups in the international
contest for building multifrequency EPR spectrometers with higher and higher frequency-field ratios.
Historical and technical details can be found, for instance, in [17].

It was in 1971 when Ya.S. Lebedev from the Institute of Chemical Physics in Moscow became
the first EPR spectroscopist to start a long-term research and development project with the aim to
realize a high-frequency/high-field EPR spectrometer with high sensitivity, resolution, stability and
flexibility for broad applications in physics, chemistry and biology [41–43]. A concept of a 140 GHz
EPR instrument was developed operating with a cryomagnet of 4.5 T maximum field. In the following
years, several prototypes of the spectrometer were constructed. Different microwave sources including
klystrons, backward-wave oszillators (BWO), diffraction generators and solid-state oscillators were
tested. Single-mode resonators, oversized cavities and Fabry–Perot resonators, as well as non-resonant
probeheads were tested together with different signal detectors. In 1979, the first working version of
the 140 GHz cw EPR spectrometer was finished reaching a detection sensitivity of 4 × 108 spins/mT
at 1 Hz bandwidth. This was about three orders of magnitude higher than typical for X-band EPR
spectrometers at that time.

Inspired by the new opportunities that high-field EPR offered, several research groups in the
world started with developing their own EPR spectrometers tailored to their specific research objects.
Here, we only give a few examples: In Europe, the Berlin [44,45] and Leiden [46,47] EPR groups
first focused on the construction of sensitive W-band (95 GHz) EPR and on the extension of W-band
EPR spectrometers to ENDOR capabilities. Cw ENDOR was realized in Berlin in 1988 [48]. The first
pulsed EPR experiments at W-band were performed in Leiden in 1989 [46]. Pulsed 95 GHz ENDOR
(and specialized W-band EPR/ENDOR cavities) were independently and almost simultaneously
developed in 1993/1994 in both laboratories [49,50]. Pioneering work on pulsed high-field EPR at
140 GHz was done in the group of R.G. Griffin at MIT in Cambridge, USA in the late 1980s/early
1990s [51]. High-field/high-frequency EPR spectrometer development was given a major boost by
the research groups of T.F. Prisner at the University of Frankfurt/Main [52,53] and G.M. Smith at St
Andrews University [54]. In the US, the research group of J.H. Freed at Cornell University was the
first to push EPR instrumentation to far-infrared technology, and pioneered the use of quasi-optical
mw techniques in EPR. Details of their 250 GHz EPR spectrometer were published in 1988 [55].
One year later, the Möbius group at FU-Berlin published the construction details of a sub-mm
high-field/high-frequency heterodyne induction-mode EPR spectrometer operating at 360 GHz [56].
In the same year the group of L.-C. Brunel at the Grenoble High-Magnetic-Field Laboratory realized an
EPR system operating up to 525 GHz and magnetic fields up to 20 T [57]. In 2007, a 122 GHz/244 GHz
high-field cw EPR spectrometer equipped with a 12 T magnet was described [58] that was home-built
mainly by E. Reijerse in the MPI group of W. Lubitz in Mülheim/Ruhr. It could be operated also in
pulse mode.

Tremendous additional efforts—both in terms of quasioptical theoretical design and experimental
realization—were necessary in the Möbius group in Berlin to extend 360 GHz EPR to ENDOR, see [17]
for a summary. Several prototypes of probeheads had to be be developed specifically for quasioptical
EPR and ENDOR measurements at 360 GHz [59,60]. The probeheads are based on a plane-concave
Fabry–Perot resonator operated in the TEM006 mode. With a resonant mirror distance d = 2.58 mm
and curvature radius R = 8.06 mm one obtains a confocal distance of 3.76 mm. A typical value for the
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finesse of the resonator with sample is F = 160, resulting in a loaded quality factor QL = 800. Coupling
to the tapered end of the corrugated waveguide is achieved through the flat mirror of the Fabry–Perot
resonator, which is a highly reflective electro-formed copper mesh (typically 30 wires/mm). Tuning is
achieved by translating the spherical mirror of the Fabry–Perot resonator via a micrometer screw
outside the magnet. The field modulation coils surround the spherical mirror. The modulation
amplitudes can be raised up to 3 mT without generating excessive microphonics. A quartz fiber
integrated into the probehead allows for photo-generation of radicals or triplet states inside the
resonator by laser excitation. The overall detection sensitivity of the spectrometer equipped with the
Fabry–Perot resonator has been measured to be 1.5 × 1010 spins/mT at 1 Hz detection bandwidth.
More details are given in [56,59–63].

In an alternative probehead configuration without resonator the copper mesh is removed,
which reduces the spectrometer sensitivity by a factor of 40. To compensate for the decreased sensitivity,
the amount of sample has to be increased by the same factor. However, since the combination of
low-noise mw components, the induction-mode detection scheme and the high Zeeman B0 field
provides an excellent overall detection sensitivity, an increase of the necessary amount of sample from
0.5 µL (typical for an organic radical in a 0.1 mM sample with resonator) to 20 µL (without resonator)
is manageable in most realistic cases. Additional reading is recommended on quasi-optical mm and
sub-mm EPR spectroscopy [52,54].

In terms of biological applications, we refer to examples of our 360 GHz EPR studies on Flavin
radicals such as DNA photolyasis [64–67]. Or on the primary donor chlorophyll radical cations in
photosynthetic reaction centers [17,56,68–72].

By now, the list of laboratory-built high-field/high-frequency EPR spectrometers has become
rather long, and we recommend to consult the textbook [17] for references of the original publications.

Below, we have summarized the key aspects of instrumental development in form of Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of laboratory-built high-field/high-frequency EPR spectrometers as to 2009 [17] and
extended to 2018.

Frequency
GHz

EPR
Mode

Detection
Scheme

MW Bridge
Scheme

Transmiss.
Line Resonator MW Source Year Ref.

150 cw, pulse HO WG OWR TE011, FP K, SS, BWO, IMPATT 1977 [41–43,73,74]
95 cw, pulse HE WG OWR TE011, FP K, SS 1985 [44,45,48,49]
95 cw, pulse HE WG OWR, OWC FP IMPATT 1989 [46,50,75]
95 cw, pulse HE WG OWR TE011 G 1992 [76]
95 cw HO WG OWR, DWG TE013 G 1994 [77,78]

95, 140 cw, pulse HE WG OWR TE011 SS 1999 [79]
95 cw, pulse HE OQ CWG FP SS, EIKA 2004 [80]
95 cw, pulse HE WG OWR TE011 SS 2006 [81]
95 cw HE WG OWR TE011, LGR G 2007 [82]

30–120 cw HO WG WR TE011 MVNA 1999 [83]
130 cw HO WG OWR TE011 G 1998 [84]
130 cw HE WG OWR TE011 G 2002 [85]
130 cw HE WG OWR TE011 G 2005 [86,87]

95–475 cw HE QO CWG FP G 1998 [84]
90, 180 cw HE OQ CWG FP G 1998 [54]

140 cw, pulse HE WG OWR FP G, EIK 1992 [51,88]
140 cw, pulse HE WG OWR TE011, FP G, GTR 1995 [89]
180 cw, pulse HE QO CWG TE011 G 2001 [90]
220 cw HO QO LS FP G 1999 [91]

120, 240 cw, pulse HE QO CWG TE011 G 2007 [58]
120, 240 cw HE QO CWG FP, NRS G 2005 [92]

275 cw, pulse HE QO CWG TE011 G 2003 [93,94]
285 cw HO WG OWC NRS G, SS 1999 [95,96]
360 cw, pulse HE QO CWG FP G, O 1999 [56,63]

160–525 cw HO QO CWG NRS FIR 1989 [57]
240, 316 cw HO QO OWC WGD FIR 2000 [97]
95–3000 cw HO QO OWC, NRS, FP G, FIR 1999 [98–100]

604 pulse HE QO OWC, DWG FP FIR 1999 [101]
170, 250 cw HO QO LS, CWG FP G 1988 [55,102,103]

250–7000 cw HO QO OWC NRS G, BWO, FIR 2003 [104]
38–889 cw HO QO OWC NRS G, GTR 1998 [105–107]

110, 220, 330 pulse HE QO CWG FP SS 2008 [108]
130 cw HO WG OWR FP G 2018 [109]

120, 240 cw, pulse HE QO CWG NRS SS 2014 [110,111]
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Table 3. Cont.

Frequency
GHz

EPR
Mode

Detection
Scheme

MW Bridge
Scheme

Transmiss.
Line Resonator MW Source Year Ref.

240 cw, pulse HE QO CWG NRS FEL, SS 2008 [112,113]
82.5–1100 cw HO QO CWG NRS SS 2018 [114]

210, 315, 420 cw HO QO CWG NRS SS 2018 [115]
150–1200 cw HO QO CWG NRS SIN 2009 [116,117]
300–3000 cw HO QO CWG NRS FEL 2017 [118]
300–700 cw HO QO CWG NRS BWO 2015 [119]

200 cw, pulse HE QO CWG NRS SS 2016 [120]

Abbreviations used: Abs.—absorption mode, HO—homodyne; HE—heterodyne; WG—waveguide;
QO—quasioptical; OWR—oversized rectangular waveguide; OWC—oversized cylindrical waveguide;
DWG—dielectrical waveguide; CWG—corrugated waveguide; FP—Fabry–Perot; LGR—loop-gap resonator;
WGD—whispering gallery dielectric resonator, NRS—non resonant structure; K—klystron; G—Gunn diode
(phase-locked or varactor tuned); GTR—gyrotron; EIK—extended interaction klystron; EIKA—extended interaction
klystron amplifier; FIR—far infrared laser; SS—solid-state oscillator (based on low frequency transistor oscillators
with active multiplication, typically by IMPATT component); O—orotron; BWO—backward wave oscillator,
IMPATT—impatt oscillator; FEL—free-electron laser; SIN—synchrotron, MVNA—vector network analyser. For a
detailed discussion of technical aspects, see [17].

In terms of instrumental development beyond currently available commercial high-field EPR
spectrometers (see, www.bruker.com) the research group of G. Smith at the University of St Andrews
conducts an ambitious project called “HIPER” (funded under the UK Basic Technology program).
The group has designed a unique high-power quasioptical W-band (94 GHz, 1 kW) pulse EPR
machine [28,29] featuring π/2 pulses as short as 5 ns and a detection bandwidth of 1 GHz in
nonresonant sample holders operating in induction mode and at low temperatures. Low-power
microwave pulses can be as short as 200 ps, and kilowatt pulses as short as 1.5 ns with timing
resolution of a few hundred ps. The EPR machine is being used already in a variety of applications,
others are in progress, many based on DEER/PELDOR pulse sequences. Phase cycling is being
incorporated that permits multi-dimensional, multi-resonance experiments including two-dimensional
EPR, ENDOR, ELDOR, and ESEEM. The HIPER spectrometer will be integrated with a state-of-the-art
ultra-fast pulse laser facility (see, www.st-andrews.ac.uk/~mmwave/). The St Andrews group has
demonstrated that the combination of high-power pulses at high frequencies and nonresonant cavities
can offer excellent concentration sensitivity for orientation selective pulsed electron–electron double
resonance allowing for measurements at a concentration level of 1 µM.

In the USA, there is a strong representation of high-field EPR spectroscopy with about a dozen
research groups throughout the country. Particularly renowned are the large-scale advanced EPR
facilities with regular workshops for the training of graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and
visitors. Prominent examples are: ACERT, the “National Biomedical Center for Advanced Electron
Spin Resonance Technology” at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY (see, www.acert.cornell.edu/),
the “National Biomedical Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Center” at the Medical College of
Wisconsin in Milwaukee, WI (see, www.mcw.edu/EPR-Center.htm) and the “National High Magnetic
Field Laboratory” in Tallahassee, FL (see, www.nationalmaglab.org/user-facilities).

In Japan, high-field EPR research is traditionally devoted to physics with the focus on novel
magnetic materials and high-field EPR instrument developments. Particularly prominent are the
research activities of the “Molecular Photoscience Research Center” at Kobe University (see, www.
research.kobe-u.ac.jp/mprc/) in solid-state physics under extreme conditions, such as high magnetic
fields up to 55 T using pulsed magnets, low temperatures down to 1.8 K using pumped liquid helium
and high pressure up to 10 kbar. Also, in the chemical and biological sciences as well as in material
sciences for quantum computers, a growing interest is noticeable in Japan. For example, T. Takui and
coworkers at Osaka City University (see, www.qcqis.sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp/) focus their advanced EPR
research on molecular spin science and organic molecule-based magnetics to develop novel open-shell
molecular systems and magnetic molecular assemblages.

www.bruker.com
www.st-andrews.ac.uk/~mmwave/
www.acert.cornell.edu/
www.mcw.edu/EPR-Center.htm
www.nationalmaglab.org/user-facilities
www.research.kobe-u.ac.jp/mprc/
www.research.kobe-u.ac.jp/mprc/
www.qcqis.sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp/
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Among the numerous large-scale National Centers for ultrahigh-field NMR facilities around the
world, we list only a few examples of such facilities that are scientifically strong but have not been
mentioned here so far:

- Centre Européen de Résonance Magnétique Nucléaire in Lyon, France (CRMN—CNRS/École
Normale Supérieure Lyon/Université Claude Bernard Lyon). This is a large-scale European
facility for ultrahigh-field NMR operated by the CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique). Since 2009 an NMR spectrometer is working there at a proton frequency of 1 GHz.
By acquiring this new NMR tool, the facility offers unique analytical capacity to the international
scientific community. Dozens of national and international research projects have been running so
far; they involve researchers from throughout the world. In 2015, BRUKER Corp. had announced
that a 1.2 GHz (28.2 T) NMR instrument has been ordered by the CNRS to be placed at the
University of Lille (France). The acquisition of this 1.2 GHz spectrometer will keep France at
the leading edge of NMR technology. This national instrument will be installed in Lille for
a broad panel of interdisciplinary research areas ranging from structural biology to catalysis,
from sustainable energy development to bio-medical applications. It will be available to the
international scientific community for cooperation projects.

- The Danish Center for Ultrahigh-Field NMR Spectroscopy (localized at the Department of
Chemistry, Aarhus University) hosts a number of state-of-the-art NMR spectrometers operating
at a multitude of frequencies up to 950 MHz and equipped for solid- and liquid-state NMR
experiments of inorganic, organic, and biological molecules. All equipment is available for
Danish and external users through cooperation projects with the Danish Center.

- CERM (Centro di Ricerca di Risonanze Magnetiche) is a center for research, knowledge
transfer, and higher education of the University of Florence, located at the Polo Scientifico
(Scientific Campus) in Sesto Fiorentino. CERM applies nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
to fundamental questions in the Life Sciences. The collection of instrumentation at CERM is
among the most advanced in the world. NMR Instruments include magnets from 400 MHz to
950 MHz, many equipped with unique probes for disparate experimental needs. The Consorzio
Interuniversitario Risonanze Magnetiche di Metallo Proteine (CIRMMP) provides access to
equipment at a national and European level.

- The National Ultrahigh-Field NMR Facility for Solids (Ottawa, Canada, managed by the
University of Ottawa) is a national scientific user facility funded by the Canada Foundation
for Innovation (CFI). The equipment consists of a Bruker 900 MHz NMR spectrometer with
ancillary equipment to acquire ultrahigh field static and fast spinning NMR spectra of solid
materials. The uniqueness of the Facility is that it is dedicated to solid-state NMR research,
where the highest magnetic fields are beneficial for quadrupolar and low-gamma nuclei such as
oxygen-17, magnesium-25, and chlorine-35 among others. This type of instrument is not available
elsewhere in Canada.

- The Netherlands facility for ultrahigh NMR spectroscopy (uNMR-NL, managed by the
University of Utrecht). Distributed over four sites (Utrecht University, Leiden University,
Wageningen University, Radboud University Nijmegen), the uNMR-NL facility offers expertise
and measurement time on spectrometers currently ranging from 600–950 MHz for solid- and
liquid-state NMR as well as micro-imaging. The four major Dutch centers for magnetic
resonance research in structural biology (Utrecht), paramagnetic bio-NMR and instrumentation
development (Leiden), new materials (Nijmegen) and micro-imaging for plant, food and
bio-nanotechnology (Wageningen) had formed such a consortium for implementation of this
national facility that aims at providing open access to a new generation of NMR instruments
operating at highest existing field strength across scientific disciplines and industrial research.
As an important step in this direction, the uNMR-NL consortium received funding in the
The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) National Roadmap for Research
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Infrastructures to accqire the first 1.2 GHz (28.2 T) NMR spectrometer in the Netherlands.
The installation of the 1.2 GHz NMR system (BRUKER) is expected in 2019.

- The Center for Biomolecular Magnetic Resonance (BMRZ) at the Goethe University in Frankfurt
(M), Germany. BMRZ is part of the European Large Scale Facilities and incorporates various
high-field liquid and solid-state NMR spectrometers, as well as DNP-NMR and advanced
EPR instrumentation. The 1.2 GHz (28.2 T) NMR spectrometer (BRUKER), ordered in 2015,
is expected to be soon available to the scientific community in Germany and Europe. Research
at the BMRZ center is dedicated to the elucidation of structure and functional mechanisms of
biomolecules ranging from RNA and RNA-protein complexes, via large protein complexes to
membrane proteins. Former Managing Director of the BMRZ center, Professor Harald Schwalbe,
Goethe University in Frankfurt (M), happily remarked in relation to the new generation of
ultrahigh-field NMR spectrometers: “The 1.2 GHz NMR system will allow us to investigate
structure, dynamics and biological function of increasingly large and challenging biomolecular
complexes. We will also be able to provide access for European researchers”. In 2017,
Harald Schwalbe wrote an illumination Guest Editorial in Angewandte Chemie with the title
“New 1.2 GHz NMR Spectrometers—New Horizons?” in which he gives an expert account of
the key steps in magnet science and technology developments that were necessary to ultimately
enable fabrication of such a revolutionary NMR instrument [121]. From this article we quote the
last paragraph:

“NMR is not the only structural biology technique undergoing revolutionary changes. Findings
triggered by the development of free-electron laser crystallography (XFEL) and by new detectors
for cryo-EM single particle and tomography analyses are impressive. Germany reacted by
providing funding for the European XFEL installation in Hamburg, including four 1.2 GHz
NMR spectrometers and for several cryo-EM machines. These funding decisions came at the
right moment. It is important to note that all of the initiatives in structural biology have a
national as well as a European dimension. NMR centers in Florence, Utrecht and Frankfurt will
provide access to the new 1.2 GHz spectrometers for researchers from all over the European
Union. Given the current isolationist movements, it will always be important to link national
and European, if not global research endeavors, for the benefit of fundamental and applied
research alike.”

In the following we will briefly summarize the chronological account of frequently used advanced
multifrequency EPR techniques.

4. Advanced Multifrequency EPR Techniques, a Brief Chronological Account

EPR and NMR phenomena were originally observed in radiofrequency spectroscopy experiments
employing continuous wave electromagnetic fields, for EPR in 1944 by E.K. Zavoisky [122,123] at Kazan
University in the USSR, and for NMR in 1946 by E.M. Purcell, H.G. Torrey and R.V. Pound [124] at
Harvard and, independently, by F. Bloch, W. Hansen and M.E. Packard [125] at Stanford. Those classical
NMR experiments were honored as early as 1952 by the Nobel Prize in Physics to Bloch and Purcell.
Zavoisky’s seminal discovery of EPR, on the other hand, was not adequately recognized on the western
side of the Iron Curtain.

On the eastern side, however, Zavoisky was officially honored several times; for example, he was
awarded the 1957 Lenin Prize, the highest sign of recognition in the USSR for his discovery of EPR.
And in 1970, the State Committee on Inventions and Discoveries enshrined “The Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance Phenomenon” in the State Register of the USSR. It was only in 1977 that Zavoisky was
finally internationally honored by the prestigious ISMAR Award of the International Society of
Magnetic Resonance at the ISMAR Conference in Banff, Canada—alas, posthumously [126]. He had
died on 9 October 1976 in Moscow, just after having been informed of the decision from the ISMAR
Prize Committee.
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Below we list some milestone developments of advanced EPR spectroscopy together with key
references of their inventors. Among them are commonly used variations of pulse electron–nuclear
hyperfine spectroscopy that became powerful stand-alone techniques with their own acrynoms such
as Mims-ENDOR, Davies-ENDOR, ESEEM, HYSCORE, ELDOR-detected NMR (EDNMR), as well
as pulsed electron–electron dipolar spectroscopy, i.e., PELDOR (or DEER). These inventions were
eleborated on quite extensively also in [1], where the references of the original publications are given.

In Figure 2 the EPR experiments on laser-pulse created radicals and radical pairs are summarized
showing the microwave (mw) and radiofrequency (rf) irradiation schemes of a variety of cw and
pulse high-field EPR techniques that are dealt with in this overview (for stable paramagnetic systems,
the laser pulse is, of course, omitted). We point out that the challenge of modern molecular biology,
biochemistry and biophysics is to understand the function of highly specialized proteins on the level
of their molecular and electronic structure as well as their complex motional dynamics. We take
the view that the arsenal of modern EPR techniques in general, and of high-field EPR in particular,
provides powerful and versatile analytical tools for elucidating structure and dynamics of complex
biosystems during their transient (or stable) states of action. The EPR-based information provides
details of molecular structure and dynamics that is complementary to information obtained from other
established biophysical techniques such as NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography.
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Figure 2. Microwave (mw) and radio-frequency (rf) cw and pulse irradiation schemes of various
time-resolved EPR techniques. For photochemical EPR applications, the initial laser excitation
pulse hν starts the photo-reaction creating paramagnetic intermediates. For EPR applications on
stable paramagnetic systems, the laser pulse is, of course, omitted. Abbreviations: cw (continuous
wave), TR (transient), ENDOR (electron–nuclear double resonance), TRIPLE (electron–nuclear-nuclear
triple resonance), ESE (electron spin echo), HYSCORE (hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy),
DF (dual frequency) pulsed ELDOR (PELDOR: pulsed electron–electron double resonance), EDNMR
(ELDOR-detected NMR, HTA (high turning angle).

4.1. CW TREPR

We start this section by briefly discussing paramagnetic molecules with short lifetimes that have
been generated in a spin-polarized, i.e., non-Boltzmann state, during a chemical reaction, for instance
in the course of a photochemical process. To detect short-lived transient states and to study their
mechanisms of spin polarization, specific time-resoved cw EPR strategies can be used (besides using
pulsed EPR), provided the time response of the EPR spectrometer is fast enough. By employing a field
modulation at a frequency as high as 1 MHz the time resolution can be extended to the µs range.
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A decisive step towards much higher time resolution required for fast photoreactions has been
done by abandoning field modulation altogether and rather generate a transient EPR signal via
wavelength-selective pulsed laser excitation of an appropriate reactant. Subsequent “direct”, i.e.,
broadband detection of the transient EPR signal at a preset Zeeman field was accomplished by
employing sufficiently fast data-acquisition systems. The Zeeman field is then stepped through the
EPR resonance region establishing the time-resolved transient EPR technique known as “TREPR”.
The pioneering experiments were carried out by S.I. Weissman and coworkers at Washington University
in 1976 [127]. In TREPR, the inherent loss of sensitivity associated with broadband detection of
transient paramagnetic states can be partly compensated by accumulating spectra after each light
flash. This generally results in TREPR spectra of still rather poor signal-to-noise ratio. A signal
enhancement of several orders of magnitude can, however, be often achieved by fast detection of
transient electron-spin polarization effects occurring in many photo-reactions before spin-lattice
relaxation leads to thermal equilibrium of spin-level populations. For overviews of such electron-spin
polarization effects, see for example [128–130]. By now, the time resolution of TREPR has been pushed
to the 10 ns range. TREPR has been proven to be an extremely powerful method in a wide range of
microwave frequencies from S-band (4 GHz), X-band (9 GHz), K-band (24 GHz), Q-band (35 GHz) to
high-field EPR frequencies such as 95 GHz, 120 GHz and 240 GHz [17,49,92,129,131–134].

4.2. Pulse EPR

While TREPR with broadband detection is still a cw technique with respect to the microwave
irradiation, the next step forward for improving time resolution was pulsed EPR. It was as early as 1950
when E.L. Hahn [135] at Urbana invented the nuclear spin-echo detection. This invention, together
with the introduction of Fourier-transform (FT) NMR by R.R. Ernst [136,137] opened the arena for
pulse NMR spectroscopy. It went hand in hand with powerful computers becoming commercially
available for doing fast Fourier transformation on-line with primary data acquisition. This marked the
birth of FTNMR in the late 1970s, with its potential for recording multi-dimensional NMR spectra of
complex biosystems in liquid and solid states. And, of course, for applications in medical magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). But it took almost another decade before R.J. Blume at Columbia [138]
observed, for the first time, electron spin echoes analogous to Hahn’s nuclear spin echoes. And it
took many more years before electron spin echo-detected EPR (ESE) methodologies gained sufficient
experimental and theoretical momentum to revolutionize EPR spectroscopy in a way similar to what
had happened in NMR spectroscopy decades earlier. To cope with the ultrafast pulsing and data
handling requirements of pulsed EPR, the signals are detected either by two-pulse echoes (using
a pulse sequence π/2−τ−π−τ−echo with nominal flip angles π/2 and π to generate a primary
echo) or by three-pulse echoes (using flip angles π/2, π/2 and π/2 in a stimulated echo sequence
π/2−τ−π/2−T−π/2−τ−echo [2,139]. Also Free Induction Decay (FID) detection is possible, see [2].

Pulse EPR spectroscopy has many pioneers, both from the theoretical and experimental side.
In the early 1970s, K.M. Salikhov in Novosibirsk [140] laid the theoretical foundations for several
advanced pulsed EPR methods. For example, he developed the theory of electron spin phase relaxation
by stochastic modulation of dipole-dipole interactions between paramagnetic centers and its effect
on the ESE decay [141]. He suggested the first pulse ELDOR (PELDOR) protocol to observe the
modulation of the ESE signal due to electron–electron dipolar interactions in weakly coupled biradical
systems in disordered solids [142]. The analogous NMR double-resonance experiment to measure
distances between dipolar-coupled nuclei has been described by M. Emshwiller, E.L. Hahn and
D. Kaplan as early as 1960 [143]. Some years later, Salikhov theoretically predicted new phenomena,
such as quantum beats of the EPR line intensity [144] and out-of-phase spin echos of correlated radical
pairs [145].

According to Salikhov’s predictions these non-equilibrium spin phenomena should be observable
in time-resolved EPR spectra of transient spin-polarized radical-pair intermediates provided the EPR
detection is sufficiently fast for non-Boltzmann spin systems. And, indeed, they were experimentally
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verified in several laboratories shortly after they had been predicted (for a review of the early
experiments, see [129]). A rich variety of microwave pulse sequences and sophisticated experimental
setups is found in more recent reviews and text books, for example those of A. Schweiger and
G. Jeschke [2], K. Möbius and A. Savitsky [17] and the very recent book edited by D. Goldfarb
and S. Stoll [146]. They refer to the pioneering work by W.B. Mims at Bell Telephone Laboratories,
J.H. Freed at Cornell, Yu.D. Tsvetkov in Novosibirsk, A. Schweiger at ETH Zurich and G. Jeschke in
Mainz, among many others. At high magnetic fields and frequencies, novel pulsed EPR, ENDOR
and PELDOR/DEER experiments were performed, for example, in the groups of J. Schmidt at Leiden
University, K. Möbius at FU Berlin, D. Goldfarb at the Weizmann Institute, T. Prisner at Frankfurt
University, and G. Smith at St Andrews University (for the specific references, see [17]).

4.3. ENDOR

Thorough accounts of multifrequency ENDOR, and its extension to electron–nuclear-nuclear
TRIPLE resonance spectroscopy, were published recently, and are recommended for further
reading [69,147,148]. Several conceptually different types of ENDOR spectroscopy have to be
distinguished exhibiting specific strengths and weaknesses (for details, see [1] where both the original
references and recent developments are quoted).

4.3.1. Solid-State ENDOR

It was a milestone in the history of magnetic resonance spectroscopy when, in 1956, George
Feher [149,150] at Bell Labs performed a game-changing “EPR meets NMR” experiment for which he
coined the name ENDOR standing for “electron–nuclear double resonance”. Historical background
information with references about the origin of the acronym ENDOR can be found, for instance, in [1].
For samples with many different electron–nuclear hyperfine couplings Feher’s ENDOR experiment
made those spin couplings that normally stay unresolved under an inhomogeneously broadened EPR
line to appear well resolved—very much like in an NMR spectrum of the same sample. His ingenious
concept was to apply simultaneously two electromagnetic radiation fields, one in the microwave,
the other in the radiofrequency range, to drive both EPR transitions (∆mS = ±1) and NMR transitions
(∆mIi = ±1) in the spin system hyperfine-coupled with neighboring (“local”) nuclei. The driven spin
transitions have a hyperfine energy level (mS, mI) in common. Thereby, the advantages of EPR (high
detection sensitivity) are combined with those of NMR (high resolution), see details in [1]. ENDOR
is inherently a variant of NMR for paramagnetic systems, the unpaired electron serving as highly
sensitive detector for the NMR transitions ∆mIi = ±1. Each group of equivalent nuclei—no matter
how many nuclei are involved and regardless of the value of their individual spin—contributes only
two ENDOR lines to the spectrum (assuming no nuclear quadrupole interactions). For a particular
group of equivalent nuclei, they appear at

ν±iENDOR = |νn ±Ai/2| (3)

(nuclear Larmor frequency νn = gn·µK·B0/h, the hyperfine coupling parameter A contains isotropic
and anisotropic contributions of the hyperfine tensor Ã. ENDOR signals are observed by monitoring
changes of EPR line intensities when sweeping the rf field through the nuclear resonance frequencies.
In isotropic solution, the hyperfine couplings) are given by Aiso = 1/3 Tr(Ã), termed the “Fermi contact”
interaction parameters.

The resolution enhancement becomes particularly drastic when nuclei with different magnetic
moments are involved. Their ENDOR lines appear in different frequency ranges and, provided their
Larmor frequencies are separated at the chosen Zeeman field B0, the different nuclei can be immediately
identified. In the case of an accidental overlap of ENDOR lines from different nuclei at X-band (9.5 GHz
and 0.34 T) the lines can be separated at higher Zeeman fields and microwave frequencies, for instance
at 3.4 T and 95 GHz [48] or even at 12.9 T and 360 GHz [60]. The disentangling of ENDOR lines at
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different fields is depicted in Figure 3. In biological molecules with several magnetic nuclei other than
protons, the separation of accidentally overlapping ENDOR lines is extremely helpful for analyzing
complex spin systems by means of their nuclear Zeeman and hyperfine interactions.
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Zeeman field B0 and microwave frequency ν. Spectral lines of typical nuclei in organic biomolecules
that largely overlap at traditional X-band ENDOR (B0 = 0.34 T, ν = 9.5 GHz) become completely
separated at 360 GHz/12.9 T. For details, see [17].

4.3.2. Solution ENDOR and TRIPLE Resonance

The conditions for successful cw ENDOR are more stringent than for pulse ENDOR irradiation
schemes [2,151–153]; roughly speaking, the nuclear and electron spin-lattice relaxation rates, Wn and
We, have to be made equal in a specific matrix at a specific temperature. Feher’s first cw ENDOR
experiment [150] was technically feasible only because the sample—phosphorus doped silicon—was
kept at a low temperature, where all spin relaxation times are sufficiently long to easily enable
saturation of both EPR and NMR transitions. This is the necessary condition for cw ENDOR so that
the EPR microwave transitions are saturated. At NMR resonance, the applied rf field desaturates those
transitions; this is observed as an ENDOR spectrum in form of changes of the EPR signal intensity
when sweeping the frequency of the rf field applied through the NMR resonance region.

In contrast to solid-state ENDOR on paramagnets at low temperatures, for radicals in liquid
solution, the electronic and nuclear relaxation times are much shorter—in the order of 10−5 to 10−7 s.
Consequently, solution ENDOR experiments in the cw mode are technically much more demanding
since much stronger saturating microwave and rf fields have to be applied. This is probably the reason
why liquid-state ENDOR experiments needed many more years than solid-state ENDOR experiments
to become successful (high-power cw ENDOR often suffers from rf pick-up problems distorting or
even ruining the detected ENDOR signals).

Generally, magnetic resonance experiments carried out in liquid solution are designed to do away
with the anisotropic interactions that broaden the spectral lines. On the other hand, the electron–nuclear
dipolar hyperfine interaction provides valuable information on the electronic structure of the radical
under study and, moreover, is an important analytical tool for the unambiguous assignment of
the ENDOR lines. With this in mind, it is best to study single crystals to accurately measure the
g- and hyperfine-anisotropies. Often, however, single crystal of proteins, especially membrane
proteins, are difficult to grow, and frozen-solution samples have to be used instead—with the inherent
drawbacks of line broadening and loss of spectral resolution. This was the motivation behind the long
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and strenuous efforts to develop liquid-phase ENDOR methodology. ENDOR on radicals in liquid
solution directly yields the isotropic hyperfine coupling constants Aiso of various nuclei with I > 0,
thereby providing “fingerprint” information of the radical’s electronic structure [154], for informative
references, see for instance [1,154,155].

The pioneering work for cw ENDOR-in-solution was performed in 1963 by A.L. Cederquist at
Washington University [156], who studied metal ammonia solutions, and by J.S. Hyde and A.H. Maki
at Varian Associates and Harvard, respectively, in 1964 [157], who studied a stable organic radical
dissolved in n-heptane solution. In the 1970s, further development of ENDOR spectroscopy in solution
was greatly stimulated by J.H. Freed and his coworkers at Cornell, whose general theory of saturation
and double-resonance from the late 1960s proved to be very appropriate for describing the amplitude,
width, and shape of ENDOR lines in great detail [151]. This theory was an essential guideline for
the development of high-power solution ENDOR and TRIPLE resonance instrumentation in the mid
1970’s to early 1980’s by K. Möbius and his group at Free University Berlin [152,158].

Admittedly, ENDOR has also weaknesses in comparison to EPR concerning detection sensitivity
(typically 1–2 orders of magnitude lower) and relative line intensities (they do not simply reflect the
number of contributing nuclei). These weaknesses, however, can be overcome to a good part by
extending ENDOR to electron–nuclear-nuclear triple resonance. For the special case where there is
only one set of hyperfine-coupled nuclei, such a triple resonance extension was proposed early on
by G. Feher [159] and J.H. Freed [160]. Its experimental realization, however, had to wait until 1974
when K.P. Dinse in the Möbius group at Free University Berlin accomplished “Special TRIPLE” on
radicals in liquid solution [161]. In cw Special TRIPLE the two frequency-swept rf fields are applied
at frequencies symmetrically placed on either side of the Larmor frequency of the respective nuclei.
This variant of triple resonance enhances the signal intensity and allows one to relate line intensities to
the number of responsible nuclei. Thereby, the assignment of ENDOR lines to molecular positions is
made possible, which is a vital task, but notoriously difficult in ENDOR spectroscopy [154,162].

About a year later, it was demonstrated by R. Biehl in the same group at FU Berlin [163],
that additional information about relative signs of hyperfine couplings of radicals in solution—and
thereby about their assignment—can be obtained by generalizing the triple resonance experiment to
include NMR transitions of different nuclei in the radical (“General TRIPLE”). In cw General TRIPLE,
two rf fields with independently variable frequencies are applied, one pumping a selected NMR
transition while the other is swept through the ENDOR spectrum. From the resulting characteristic
intensity changes in the ENDOR spectrum, the relative signs of the hyperfine couplings can be
directly read out. The analogue of this experiment for solid-state samples at low temperature
(77 K) was performed earlier by R.J. Cook and D.H. Whiffen (1964) at Teddington National Physical
Laboratory [164]. They called it “double ENDOR”, and applied it to X-irradiated organic crystals to
determine relative signs of hyperfine couplings.

The advantages of TRIPLE over ENDOR—enhanced sensitivity and resolution, information about
multiplicity and relative signs of hyperfine couplings from line intensity variations—often justify the
additional experimental effort inherent to triple resonance spectroscopy. This technique turned out
to be extremely powerful in elucidating the electronic structures of organic radicals in solution [154]
and transient cofactor radical ion intermediates in the reaction center protein complex of primary
photosynthesis [165–168]. For a detailed discussion of the thorny way of liquid-phase ENDOR to
non-proton nuclei, see [152–154] where also the original references are given [151–153,155,169–176].
With this knowledge at hand the critical balance of electronic and nuclear relaxation rates combined
with sufficiently fast induced transition rates of the electron and nuclear spins could be managed and
powerful spectrometers for ENDOR in solution were developed [151,152,155,175,176].

On the basis of Jack Freed’s relaxation theory for radicals in fluid solution [171–174], Martin Plato,
Wolfgang Lubitz and coworkers in the Möbius group [152,153,177–179] carried out a systematic
investigation of the ENDOR sensitivity of various heteronuclei, i.e., nuclei other than protons, in organic
radicals. Optimum ENDOR conditions, such as temperature and viscosity of the solvent, mw and rf
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field strengths, were formulated by employing the rigorous density matrix formalism as a function of
a few nuclear and molecular properties [153]. They include relaxation from fluctuating spin–rotation
interaction, electron–nuclear dipolar and nuclear quadrupolar couplings and Heisenberg spin exchange.
The most important molecular parameter turned out to be the magnitude of the anisotropy of
electron–nuclear dipolar interaction. The theoretical results were found to be in good agreement
with experimental observations on 2H, 13C, 14/15N, 19F, 31P and alkali nuclei in different molecular
systems, thus allowing predictions to be made on the ENDOR detectability of other chemically or
biologically interesting nuclei, such as 10/11B, 17O, 27Al, 29Si, 33S and 35/37Cl. In the meantime, most of
these nuclei have indeed been detected by ENDOR in solution [167,180].

The flourishing ENDOR-in-solution subfield of EPR spectroscopy has been intensively covered by
review articles, for example [180–184] and dedicated books, for example [17,154,155,162], which devote
several chapters to this issue. Including an acid test of the ENDOR-in-solution technique for resolving
complex hyperfine structures in protein complexes: the radical cation of the primary donor P•+865,
the “special pair” of bacteriochlorophylls (BChl) in photosynthetic electron transfer in the Reaction
Center (RC) of the purple bacteria Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides and Rhodospirillum rubrum [185–187].
The essential points of these ENDOR experiments are thoroughly reviewed in [1].

The single-crystal ENDOR and TRIPLE work on Rb. sphaeroides RCs at physiological temperatures,
that were performed independently by three groups, G. Feher at UC San Diego, W. Lubitz at TU Berlin,
K. Möbius at FU Berlin, but ultimately published jointly [188], represents a culmination of two decades
of EPR work on the primary donor in bacterial RCs as started in [189]. For the first time it was possible
to assign ENDOR lines unambiguously to the individual dimer halves of the primary donor “special
pair”. This work on the electronic structure of the primary donor formed the basis for a large number
of further studies on this species, see for example [133,190–196], leading to a deeper understanding
of the role of the dimer in biological electron transfer [133,197,198]. Subsequently, similar ENDOR
studies were performed on the primary donors, P•+700 and P•+680, in the reaction centers of oxygenic
photosynthesis, PS I and PS II [199–202].

DNP-enhanced NMR spectroscopy [203] continues to be used to elucidate the molecular origins
of the unidirectional electron transfer after illumination of RCs from Rb. sphaeroides. Stimulated by
theoretical studies [204] on the crucial role of the substituents of the “special-pair” donor, J. Matysik
and coworkers used Photo-CIDNP MAS NMR to demonstrate, via the chemical-shift pattern of the
special pair, that the peripheral atoms indeed show opposite electronic effects on both sides of the
special pair [205,206], thereby confirming the ENDOR results on the primary donor radical cation.

Artificial donor-acceptor dimer complexes also received much attention in the
liquid-phase EPR/ENDOR community, such as functionalized porphyrinoid complexes (see,
for instance, [168,207,208], for details and more references, we refer to [1,154].

4.3.3. Pulse ENDOR

We have seen that cw ENDOR requires a delicate balance of saturation and desaturation of
electron and nuclear sublevels at a particular working temperature, the optimum is reached when
electron and nuclear relaxation rates, We and Wn, become equal [151]. For specific samples and liquid
solvents this is sometimes difficult to achieve due to unfavorable electron and nuclear relaxation
times. In such a situation freezing the sample might be necessary and switching to pulse ENDOR
techniques could be an advantage over cw ENDOR. But even pulse ENDOR can be impeded by too
short T2 relaxation times while the T1 times can generally be adjusted by lowering the temperature.
Hence, the sample properties dictate whether cw or pulse ENDOR is the preferable method. As a rule,
for organic radicals and transition metal complexes in liquid solution around room temperature,
pulse ENDOR is not feasible in most cases, because the relaxation processes are too fast, and cw
ENDOR is the method of choice.

Actually, all ENDOR detection techniques (cw and pulse) are sensitive to the nuclear and electron
spin relaxation rates. And we note that even pulse ENDOR techniques require the nuclear T1T2 product
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to be sufficiently long to coherently rotate the nuclear magnetization by the rf pulses used for detection
of changes of electron spin signals via intensity changes of electron-spin echoes (ESE) [2]. We quote
from the famed 2001 book “Principles of Pulse Electron Paramagnetic Resonance” by A. Schweiger
and G. Jeschke [2]:

“In most practical situations, cw ENDOR is the method of choice for the measurement
of small hyperfine couplings in liquid solution, whereas in solids pulse ENDOR is
often superior.”

The more recent publications on pulse EPR (ESE-EPR) spectroscopy in all its variations are just too
many to be referenced here. Hence, we refrain from even trying to cover them adequately. We rather
escape to a few of the current key players in pulse EPR, ENDOR, ESEEM, HYSCORE, EDNMR and
PELDOR spectroscopy on (bio)molecules and give only references to some examples of their recent
work, specifically since 2015. And we ask the many other scientists in the field for their tolerance when
their precious work is not adequately mentioned here.

As reference groups we have somewhat arbitrarily chosen those of Marina Bennati
(Göttingen) [209–211], Robert Bittl (Berlin) [212–214], Dave Britt (UC Davis) [215–217],
Jack Freed (Cornell) [218–220], Daniella Goldfarb (Weizmann) [221–223], Brian Hoffman
(Northwestern) [224–226], Gunnar Jeschke (Zurich) [227–229], Chris Kay (London) [230,231],
Yasuhiro Kobori (Kobe) [232–234], Wolfgang Lubitz (Mülheim/Ruhr) [235–237], Damian Murphy
(Cardiff) [238–240], Thomas Prisner (Frankfurt/Main) [241–243], Christiane Timmel (Oxford) [244–246],
Sabine van Doorslaer (Antwerp) [247–249], and Stefan Weber (Freiburg) [250–252].

For solid-state samples, ESE-detected pulse ENDOR versions were introduced by W.B. Mims
(1965) at Bell Labs [253] and E.R. Davies (1974) at Clarendon [254]. Mims is acknowledged to have
been the driving force in pulse EPR in general, and in pulse ENDOR in particular. Magnetic resonance
experts called him the spiritus rector of pulse EPR [2]. In a pulse ENDOR experiment, mw pulses are
used to generate an electron spin echo whose intensity is then recorded as a function of the pulsed
rf frequency.

Pulse ENDOR spectroscopy offers several distinct advantages over the cw technique: The ENDOR
effect can be as large as the electron spin echo intensity itself (while cw ENDOR reaches only about
1–10% of EPR signal intensity); pulse ENDOR requires no critical balance of rf power and relaxation
times, pulse ENDOR is less susceptible to artifacts as there is neither an rf nor a mw field applied
during the detection period; pulse ENDOR gives access to all relaxation times of a spin system (electron
T1 and T2, nuclear T1 and T2, cross relaxation Tx). Therefore, pulse ENDOR has been the commonly
used technique in many laboratories in recent decades, often applying pulse sequences developed by
Mims [253] and Davies [254]. The two techniques are very similar to each other in their implementation
(see Figure 2), but complementary in their results, specifically concerning experimental artifacts such
as “blind spots” in the spectrum [255].

Mims-ENDOR is based on a stimulated ESE sequence, using two π/2 preparation mw pulses to
invert the electron spin population, and a final π/2 mw pulse after the mixing period for stimulated
echo signal detection. Between the preparation pulses and the final pulse, an rf π pulse is used to
invert the nuclear spin population, resulting in polarization transfer between the nuclear and electron
spin transitions in the mixing period. The echo intensity is subsequently measured as a function of the
rf frequency to give the characteristic ENDOR spectrum. The Mims-ENDOR technique is most suited
for weakly coupled nuclei, i.e., nuclei with small hyperfine coupling constants.

In Davies-ENDOR, a preparation mw π pulse is used in order to invert the magnetization
of the electron spins in the applied static B0 field. During the subsequent mixing period an rf π
pulse is applied, and only if the rf frequency is resonant with an NMR transition, magnetization
will be transferred to the other mS electron spin manifold. During the following detection period,
the z-component of the magnetization is measured using a mw two-pulse echo sequence, π/2, π, and
one detects an inverted echo, i.e., essentially the EPR signal that is restored during the mixing period.
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The Davies-ENDOR technique is most suited to detect strongly coupled nuclei, i.e., nuclei with large
hyperfine couplings.

Often pulse ENDOR techniques suffer from detectability problems at certain frequencies (“blind
spots”). The important difference between hyperfine spectroscopy based either on the Mims- or
Davies-ENDOR pulse sequences, when put into a nutshell, is that in Davies-ENDOR there are no
blind spots. Blind spots are directly correlated to the size of the hyperfine interactions of the coupled
nuclei. Hence, when using pulse ENDOR as a tool for structure determination, one has to make sure
that no artifacts have occurred owing to the specific pulse strategy applied. They might mask certain
hyperfine couplings and lead to a wrong interpretation of the spectra [255]. Powerful pulse strategies
have been developed in various EPR laboratories to either avoid or overcome blind-spot artefacts,
for references, see [2,256].

4.4. ESEEM

Besides ENDOR there is another type of EPR-based hyperfine spectroscopy that is widely used:
electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM). They have in common that both in ENDOR
and ESEEM experiments the NMR transitions are monitored indirectly through EPR transitions
(“quantum transformation”). The contrast between them is that while pulse ENDOR signals arise
from the combined use of both mw and rf pulses which directly excite the EPR and the NMR
transitions sequentially, in ESEEM only mw pulses are applied. The NMR transitions are indirectly
observed due to spin-state mixing by dipolar hyperfine interaction resulting in semi-forbidden and
allowed EPR transitions, respectively. Such transitions are coherently excited using short, intense
mw pulses. The single-resonance ESEEM technique was introduced by W.B. Mims in 1972 [257].
He applied a mw spin-echo pulse train with varying inter-pulse separation and observed, on top
of the exponential echo decay trace, echo amplitude modulations that are caused by hyperfine and
quadrupole interactions. While ENDOR is a frequency-domain experiment, ESEEM is a time-domain
experiment and subsequently requires fast-Fourier transformation of the primary time dependent data
into the frequency regime.

Efficient mixing of the nuclear and electron spin eigenfunctions by the dipolar hyperfine
interaction is mandatory to obtain detectable echo modulations. Consequently, the strength of the
external magnetic field has to be properly chosen to approximately balance the Zeeman splitting
of the nuclear sublevels and the respective hyperfine splittings (“cancellation condition” [258,259]).
For protons, the cancellation condition is often met in X-band (9.5 GHz) EPR, depending on the
magnitude of their hyperfine couplings, but not in W-band EPR (95 GHz) at high Zeeman fields.

The situation reverses, however, for nitrogen nuclei in W-band EPR. In some cases, also 14N
hyperfine couplings have a favorable magnitude, which allows one to meet the cancellation condition
even at X-band ESEEM [260–262]. First successful W-band high-field ESEEM measurements of 14N
hyperfine and quadrupole interactions in disordered powder samples were performed at FU Berlin
in 1998 [263]. Ten years later, this work was extended at FU Berlin by elaborate W-band ESEEM
studies on nitroxide spin-label molecules to explore the respective sensitivity of the g-, hyperfine- and
quadrupole-tensors for probing polarity and proticity effects of the solvent matrix [264].

4.5. HYSCORE

HYSCORE (hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy) is a powerful technique for measuring
electron–nuclear hyperfine couplings of complex molecular systems. It was introduced by P. Höfer,
M. Mehring and coworkers [265] at the University of Stuttgart in 1986. It is based upon the COSY
(correlation spectroscopy) NMR experiment. HYSCORE is essentially a 2D experiment that improves
the spectral resolution by spreading overlapping resonance peaks over two dimensions thereby
providing information which is difficult to reveal in an 1D ESEEM experiment. No wonder, therefore,
that HYSCORE has become the standard experiment for the measurement of complex hyperfine and
quadrupole spectra [2]; it produces comparable, often complimentary information to ENDOR.
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In HYSCORE spin correlation is transferred from one electron spin manifold mS (e.g., mS = +1/2)
to nuclear frequencies in the other mS manifold (mS = −1/2). In a HYSCORE experiment, the time
between the second π/2 and π pulse is varied in one dimension and the time between the π and third
π/2 pulse is varied in a second dimension. A two-dimensional Fourier transformation then gives the
spectra, and illuminating examples are shown and discussed in [1].

Like any other ESEEM variant, HYSCORE is also best performed close to the exact cancellation
condition [2]. Proton related ESEEM measurements are best performed at low mw frequencies
(2–9 GHz) to decrease the Zeeman frequencies of nuclei and thereby facilitate the simultaneous
excitation of forbidden and allowed EPR transitions, which is necessary for the generation of the
ESEEM effect. During the last few years, however, it was demonstrated [263,264,266–268] that
ESEEM spectroscopy can be performed routinely at Ku (12–18 GHz), Ka- and Q-band (26–35 GHz),
and even W-band (95 GHz) frequencies, thus expanding considerably the range of multi-frequency
ESEEM spectroscopy.

In 2008, for example, D. Goldfarb at the Weizmann Institute and her coworkers demonstrated that
HYSCORE experiments carried out at 95 GHz make new ranges of hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole
couplings accessible [269]. They observed nuclear modulation frequencies of 14N and 17O nuclei as
high as 40 MHz. The correlations provided by the HYSCORE spectra are most important for signal
assignment such as 14N quadrupolar couplings.

A HYSCORE-related new tool for the assignment of nuclear frequencies in pulsed EPR
experiments was developed by D. Goldfarb, S. Van Doorslaer, A. Schweiger and their coworkers [270].
They termed it DONUT-HYSCORE (double nuclear coherence transfer hyperfine sublevel correlation).
Its pulse scheme was designed to obtain correlations between nuclear frequencies belonging to the same
electron spin manifold mS. DONUT-HYSCORE is thus complementary to the standard HYSCORE
experiment, which generates correlations between nuclear frequencies belonging to different mS

manifolds), and it is particularly useful for 14N nuclei, for example in copper(2+)-doped l-histidine
hydrochloride monohydrate [270].

4.6. ELDOR-Detected NMR (EDNMR)

In the previous sections we have seen that there are several pulsed EPR techniques capable of
probing nuclear transition frequencies of paramagnetic compounds, e.g., ESEEM-based techniques,
as well as ENDOR-based techniques, able to unravel congested nuclear spectra. One of them has
become very popular in recent years: pulsed ELDOR-detected NMR (EDNMR) [271]. The acronym
ELDOR stands for electron–electron double resonance, i.e., two microwave fields are involved but no
radiofrequency field. This is a typical second-order experiment and was introduced already in 1994
in the X-band frequency domain by A. Schweiger and his coworkers at ETH Zurich. It excels by its
potential to determine hyperfine interactions in disordered systems.

In the original version of EDNMR (see Figure 4b), a strong and long selective preparation pulse
of mw frequency ν2 excites “allowed” (∆mS = 0; ∆mI = ±1) and “forbidden” transitions (∆mS = ±1;
∆mI = ±1) simultaneously, thereby burning spectral holes into the EPR line. The positions of such
holes, caused by the excitation of forbidden transitions, correspond to the nuclear transition frequencies
of the spin system. A selective detection pulse of frequency ν1 creates an FID with an integrated
intensity proportional to the magnetization at this frequency. The entire hole pattern is obtained by
recording the integrated intensity of the FID while varying the frequency difference ∆ν = ν2 − ν1

step by step. More recent EDNMR experiments apply a Hahn-type primary echo pulse sequence for
detection instead of using FID detection [272,273].

In [274], we included deliberations concerning the fundamental difference between
coherence-transfer techniques (ESEEM) and polarization-transfer techniques (ENDOR, EDNMR)
which will not be repeated here. In summary, the principal difference between ENDOR and EDNMR
is the way in which the population of the nuclear levels is changed. In pulse ENDOR, the nuclear
polarization is inverted by driving the allowed NMR transition (∆mS = 0; ∆mI = ±1) with an rf π-pulse.
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In contrast, in EDNMR, the nuclear transitions of the spin manifold are probed indirectly by using a
second strong and long mw pulse (also called high-turning-angle (HTA) pulse), which drives forbidden
electron transitions (∆mS = ±1; ∆mI = ±1), that is, transitions where both the electron and nuclear spin
change their projection direction. Such “forbidden” transitions in the spin manifold become “weakly
allowed” in the presence of an anisotropic hyperfine interaction or a nuclear quadrupole interaction.
The EDNMR experiment can principally be performed at any microwave frequency band where the
“forbidden” cross transitions are observed in EPR. EDNMR works best at Zeeman fields high enough
to separate the NMR lines around the nuclear Larmor frequency from the hole burnt into the EPR
spectrum of allowed transitions by the HTA-pulse. But the Zeeman fields must be small enough to
keep the ratio of hyperfine and Zeeman interactions large enough to retain substantial second-order
terms in the electron transition probabilities. Such conditions, which work in opposite direction,
can often be fulfilled by high-field EDNMR at W-band [273,275–278]. Hence, this method has become
very attractive for measuring nuclear frequencies for low-γ nuclei exhibiting broad ENDOR lines.

For the simple case of a 4-level scheme (S = 1/2, I = 1/2 with hyperfine interaction) Figure 4
depicts the different forms of pulse-driven polarization transfer in Davies-ENDOR (Figure 4a) and
EDNMR (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Comparison of pulsed Davies type ENDOR (a) with pulsed ELDOR-detected NMR (b):
Phenomenological description of spin populations after the respective pulses have flipped the spin
projections of the electron and nucleus for the case S = 1/2, I = 1/2. The polarization transfer in
the Davies-type pulse ENDOR experiment involves allowed electron and nuclear spin transitions.
The polarization transfer in the ELDOR-detected NMR experiment involves allowed and forbidden
transitions of the hyperfine-coupled electron and nuclear spins. Pulse ENDOR uses a selective
microwave pulse train at a frequency ν1, which is in resonance with an allowed electron-spin transition.
The change in nuclear polarization occurs when flipping the nuclear spins by the rf pulse with the
frequency νRF of an allowed nuclear-spin transition. In pulse ELDOR-detected NMR, following
the HTA pulse at a chosen microwave frequency ν2, a selective pulse train with fixed microwave
frequency ν1 is applied probing an allowed electron-spin transition. The mw frequency ν2 of the
HTA-pulse is varied and once it matches one of the forbidden “cross” transitions (∆mS =±1; ∆mI =±1)
a population transfer occurs which is manifested in a change of the Hahn echo intensity. For details,
see [1]. The notations πRF and πHTA denote the π-pulses required for optimal polarization transfer.
For a detailed discussion, see [2].
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Compared with ENDOR, high-field EDNMR presents several advantages for the investigation of
low-γ nuclei coupled to the electron spin. EDNMR is more robust than ENDOR against fast electron
spin-lattice relaxation, T1, and spectral diffusion. Moreover, the recorded EDNMR spectrum is not
distorted by blind spots around the nuclear Larmor frequencies, for examples, see [1,279].

The Goldfarb group has extended EDNMR to a correlation method, known under the acronym
THYCOS (triple resonance hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy) [275,278]. It combines ENDOR
and EDNMR in a manner similar to the pulse TRIPLE method [280–282]. In the THYCOS pulse
sequence the HTA microwave pulse, with frequency ν2, transfers populations across a forbidden EPR
transition (∆mS = ±1; ∆mI = ±1). This reduces the population difference between the corresponding
allowed transition that is detected via an FID (or a spin echo) produced by a selective pulse (or an
echo pulse sequence) with frequency ν1. The THYCOS experiment correlates lines in the EDNMR
spectrum with lines in the ENDOR spectrum of nuclei belonging to different electron spin manifolds
mS. This facilitates the assignment of nuclear resonance frequencies to their respective mS manifold,
and, hence, gives the sign of the hyperfine coupling. The feasibility of this novel technique has been
demonstrated using Cu2+-histidine complexes both in single-crystal and frozen-solution samples [275].

4.7. PELDOR (DEER)

In EPR spectroscopy on disordered systems most of its sub-disciplines, e.g., ENDOR and ELDOR
techniques, show distinct virtues of spectral resolution at high magnetic fields in comparison to
standard X-band spectroscopy with its much lower Zeeman fields [17,23]. It was recently demonstrated
that in the case of pulsed ELDOR experiments (PELDOR, often called DEER), when performed at
high Zeeman fields [283–286], not only the distance between paramagnetic centers with dipolarly
coupled spins A and B can be measured but also unique information obtained concerning their relative
orientation, i.e., their three-dimensional molecular structure. Measurements of distances between spin
labels in large (bio)molecules by PELDOR methods with the scale of a few nm up to almost 10 nm have
become very popular in the last few years; usually they are carried out at X-band EPR frequencies (for
overviews, see for instance [33,37,287–290] and recent references given in Section 5.1).

Pulsed EPR methods exploiting the electron–electron dipolar interaction between two spin centers
have been used in the past to yield spatial distributions in solids, and quite a number of ingenious pulse
sequences have been developed to overcome specific difficulties and deficiencies inherent in the various
approaches. Several methods of practical importance have emerged and, although their acronyms
are often not too informative about their task specificity, they all are based on modifying the local
dipolar field seen by one electron spin when manipulating a dipole-dipole coupled second electron
spin—thereby modulating the spin-echo intensity. Hence, the common generic name is Pulsed Dipolar
EPR Spectroscopy. The electron dipolar echo modulation is produced by a 2- or 3-pulse sequence
with a microwave pulse at either the same frequency [291] or at a different frequency [292–295]. It is
the different-frequency variant, using selective microwave pulses, which became the most popular
one under the names PELDOR or DEER. Like many other inventions in pulse EPR, it originates from
NMR analogues, here from a concept in solid-state NMR invented by Erwin Hahn and coworkers in
Berkeley back in 1960 [143].

The electron–electron dipolar coupling between two spin-carrying domains is a function of their
interspin distance and relative orientation. The main advantage of pulse versus cw EPR techniques in
this endeavor is the ability to separate the electron–electron coupling from other interactions, such as
electron–nuclear hyperfine interactions, and to reduce inhomogeneous line broadening. Thereby,
the distance range that can be probed is extended to about 8 nm and more. Yu.D. Tsvetkov and his
coworkers in Novosibirsk [142,296] established the 3-pulse PELDOR methodology in 1981. Later it was
extended to a 4-pulse sequence for dead-time free detection [2,297]. Other powerful pulse sequences for
measuring electron–electron frequencies and, thereby, distances have been invented, for example the
single-frequency 6-pulse techniques DQC (double-quantum-coherence) by J.H. Freed and coworkers
at Cornell [298] and RIDME (relaxation-induced dipolar modulation enhancement) by L. Kulik and
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coworkers in Novosibirsk [299]. The DQC and PELDOR/DEER methodologies have proven to be
most useful for a wide range of applications in structural biology providing detailed information
on large disordered systems at atomic resolution and accuracy. This level of accuracy can hardly be
reached for disordered systems by any other technique in structural biology. Nowadays, PELDOR
techniques applied to frozen-solution samples of doubly spin-labeled proteins allow for measurements
of molecular distances ranging up to about 100 Å (10 nm).

Finally, coming back to high-field PELDOR, we give an historical account: In 2006/2007 pulsed
electron dipolar spectroscopy at high Zeeman field was introduced with the aim to resolve the
relative orientation of weakly coupled radical-pair partners in frozen-solution samples—in addition
to measuring their distance. The necessary extension of the established PELDOR technique at
X-band frequency to higher microwave frequencies was accomplished independently by the groups
of T.F. Prisner (Frankfurt) [284,300,301] at 180 GHz, K. Möbius (Berlin/Mülheim) at 95 GHz [285],
and G. Jeschke (Konstanz/Zurich) [286] at 95 GHz at about the same time.

4.8. Terahertz High-Field EPR Spectroscopy

A spectacular instrumental development of pulse high-frequency/high-field EPR spectroscopy
has been achieved at the Helmholtz-Center Berlin for Materials and Energy by A. Schnegg, K. Holldack
and their colleagues in 2009 and 2016 [116,117,302] which is based on the coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR) provided by the BESSY II storage ring at Berlin-Adlershof. Frequency domain Fourier
transform THz EPR (FD-FT THz-EPR) is presented [116] as a novel tool to ascertain very large
zero-field splittings in transition metal ion complexes. The BESSY II storage ring provides CSR in a
frequency range from 5 cm−1 up to 40 cm−1 at external magnetic fields ranging from −10 T to +10 T.
First measurements were reported on the single-molecule magnet Mn12Ac where the ∆MS = ±1 spin
transition energies were studied as a function of the external magnetic field and temperature.

Briefly, the instrument features the following characteristics [302]: The THz beamline at BESSY II
employs high power broadband femto- to picosecond long THz pulses for magneto-optical THz and
FIR studies. A newly designed set-up exploits the unique properties of ultrashort THz pulses generated
by laser-energy modulation of electron bunches in the storage ring or alternatively from compressed
electron bunches. Experiments from 0.15 to 5 THz (≈5–150 cm−1) may be conducted at a user
station of the Helmholtz facility equipped with a fully evacuated high resolution FTIR spectrometer
(0.0063 cm−1), liquid-He cooled bolometer detectors, a THz time-domain-spectroscopy (TDS) set-up
and different sample environments, including a superconducting high-field magnet (+11 T–−11 T)
with variable temperature sample cryostat (1.5–300 K), and a THz attenuated total reflection chamber.
Main applications are Frequency Domain Fourier transform THz-EPR (FD-FT THz-EPR), THz-FTIR
spectroscopy and optical pump—THz probe time domain spectroscopy, with sub-ps time resolution.

Free electron lasers (FEL) produce powerful narrowband radiation in the THz range. Very recently
an EPR THz spectrometer which combines the free electron laser FLARE with a 33 T Bitter magnet at the
High Field Magnet Laboratory in Nijmegen was presented [118]. It uses up to 1 W power irradiation in
the THz range, a transmission detection scheme and a classical magnetic field sweep. The performance
of the THz spectrometer is measured via high-field EPR in the paramagnetic benchmark system
2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) [118]. High power irradiation of FEL allows also to perform
pulse EPR experiments at THz frequencies. A pulse FEL-based EPR spectrometer operating at 240 GHz
was described recently [112,113]. For more details on Very-High-Frequency (VHF) EPR we refer the
reader to the recent review by A. Schnegg [303].

At Kobe University the research group of H. Ohta has developed multi-frequency high-field
EPR spectrometers of large versatility for applications from different aeras of physics, chemistry and
material sciences [304]. The high magnetic field EPR instrumentation covers the frequency region
between 0.03 and 7 THz and the temperature region between 1.8 and 300 K. With this high-field
EPR system Zeeman fields up to 55 T can be applied using a Cu-Ag pulsed magnet and a 300 kJ
(10 kV) capacitor bank. Under this high magnetic field also high pressure can be applied up to 1.4 GPa.
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Moreover, in order to gain sensitivity of their standard high magnetic field EPR spectrometers, the Ohta
group has developed a micro-cantilever EPR system using a torque method, which enables EPR
measurements of micrometer size single crystals at low temperature. Recently, the group has succeeded
in making the EPR measurements up to 369 GHz, the achieved sensitivity is about 1010 spins/G,
which is much higher than that using the conventional transmission method. Finally, they developed
magnetization-detected EPR using a SQUID magnetometer.

At the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in Tallahassee, Florida, the ultra-high frequeny
EPR instrumentation attained high sensitivity and versatility ready for wide ranges of applications [305]
The facility offers users home built high-field and multi-high-frequency instruments covering the
continuous frequency range from 9 GHz to ≈1 THz, with additional frequencies up to 2.5 THz using a
molecular gas laser. Transmission probes are available for cw measurements, which are compatible
with a range of magnets at the lab, including the highest field 45 T hybrid. Some of the probes can
be configured with resonant cavities, providing enhanced sensitivity as well as options for in-situ
rotation of single-crystal samples in the magnetic field, and the simultaneous application of pressure
(up to ≈3 GPa). Quasi-optical (QO) reflection spectrometers are also available in combination with
high-resolution 12 and 17 T superconducting magnet systems; a simple QO spectrometer has also
been developed for use in the resistive and hybrid magnets (up to 45 T). In addition to cw capabilities,
the facility houses a high-frequency pulsed EPR spectrometer, operating at 120, 240 and 336 GHz with
100 ns time resolution. A new high-power (1 kW) qusasi-optical pulsed 94 GHz spectrometer with 1 ns
time resolution became available to users in 2015.

5. Site-Directed Spin Labeling (SDSL) in High-Field EPR Spectroscopy

Site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) of biomolecules has become a mainstream multifrequency
approach in EPR spectroscopy [1]. Because of the importance of SDSL in molecular spectroscopy,
we will elaborate somewhat on this issue regarding high-field EPR spectroscopy.

5.1. Overview of Studies on Nitroxide Spin-Labeled Proteins and DNA Complexes

The inherent need for paramagnetic samples is no longer a severe limitation for EPR because
during recent decades chemical techniques have been developed to introduce electron spin labels
into diamagnetic molecules as “spy probes” without significantly disturbing their structure and
function. An extremely powerful method for studying structure and conformational dynamics of
biomolecules such as proteins has emerged from the pioneering work of Wayne Hubbell at UCLA [306],
who introduced a protocol for site-directed nitroxide spin labeling (SDSL) via position-specific cysteine
mutagenesis. The SDSL method has been adopted by many EPR research groups around the world.

Currently, Wayne Hubbell’s research is focused on understanding the inter-relationship of
protein structure, dynamics and function. Of particular interest are proteins involved in visual
signal transduction (rhodopsin, the G-protein transducin and arrestin) and soluble ligand-binding
proteins. To explore functional protein dynamics in such complex systems, his laboratory continues
to use the technique of SDSL in which a paramagnetic nitroxide side chain (R1) is introduced into
the protein as a molecular sensor. The technique exploits the sensitivity of EPR to motions of R1 in
the biologically important nanosecond and microsecond time domains that correspond to backbone
fluctuations and conformational switching, respectively. Research in the group involves a parallel
development of new EPR and SDSL technologies, for instance the introduction of high-pressure cells
into the X-band EPR resonator and applications to the biosystems mentioned above.

In appreciation of his opulent spin-label oeuvre over the years we cite here quite a few of
his SDSL studies since 2012/2013, in particular those in which new information was gained on
fluctuations of conformational substates in proteins at a given temperature under the influence of
high pressure [307,308] and those addressing a broad readership beyond specialists of the medical
community, for example when reporting on a structural model of the activated GPCR rhodopsin in
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complex with another G-protein subtype (Gi) derived from intermolecular distance mapping with
DEER-EPR and refinement with modeling, see [307–320].

Next, we mention a few more examples of spin-label EPR studies by other groups such
as those of Heinz-Jürgen Steinhoff [81,288,290,321–335], of Klaus Möbius [17,69,264,328,336–339],
of Thomas Prisner [242,243,340–346], Olav Schiemann [33,347–358], Gunnar Jeschke [35,229,359–361],
Yuri Tsvetkov [362–368] and Jack Freed [369–377], Daniella Goldfarb [221,222,378,379], Marina
Bennati [211,380,381]; but actually there are many more to be referred to. Because of
limited space for this review we will refrain from such a challenging endeavor. Instead,
we have compiled a list of recent publications concerning EPR/PELDOR/DEER/DQC work
since 2014/2015, using either nitroxides or Gd3+ as spin labels; the respective references
are: [6,209–214,219–223,229,242,251,333,334,345,346,357,358,361,374–380,382–473].

In SDSL-EPR experiments, often the methanethiosulfonate spin label (MTSSL) (IUPAC name:
1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-dihydro-1H-pyrrol-3-yl)methyl methanesulfonothioate) is used to take
advantage of its sulfhydryl specificity and its small molecular volume, which is rather similar to that
of phenylalanine or tryptophane side chains. This implies that the natural protein structure will not be
severly perturbed by the attached spin probe. MTSSL is attached to biomolecules such as proteins by
reaction with thiol groups. The standard labeling reaction with proteins involves the cysteine residue,
either present in the wild type or artificially introduced by point mutation. The heterodisulfide bond
of MTSSL to the cysteine is robust, thus enabling site-directed spin labeling.

In contrast to natural amino-acid side chains, MTSSL spin labels are not rigidly connected
to the protein backbone but linked by a rather flexible tether. This leads to a residual motion of
the spin label even when the overall protein motion is frozen at low temperatures. To analyze
the complex dynamics of spin-labeled protein systems, multi-frequency EPR techniques have been
applied in recent years in conjunction with sophisticated lineshape analysis methods, such as those
developed by J.H. Freed and his coworkers [474] on the basis of the stochastic Liouville-von Neumannn
formalism [475–482]. Thereby it was possible to separate spin-label motions from protein motions at
different temperatures [5,30]. This enabled deeper insights into complex protein dynamics and their
different time constants [478,483–485].

In fact, the applicability of the SDSL technique has been considerably expanded by synthesizing
and incorporating artificial amino acids with spin-label side chains into the protein at chosen
positions [486]. These artificial spin-label amino acids are designed to reduce internal mobility
of the label and, hence, to simplify discrimination between protein backbone dynamics and its
modulation upon conformational changes during biological function and residual spin-label side-chain
dynamics [487].

Traditionally, SDSL techniques have been employed in conjunction with standard X-band EPR
spectroscopy, and the power of the method in terms of structure determination and sensitivity
to reorientational dynamics has been extensively reviewed [488–491]. The combination of SDSL
techniques with high-field/high-frequency EPR has added new dimensions concerning determination
of molecular orientation and conformational changes of protein segments, sensitivity and selectivity
to molecular motions, and polarity and proticity changes of the microenvironment of the spin
label [131,492–498].

Many more examples of high-field EPR studies of biological samples are given in [1], in particular
for disordered systems with small (gxx − gyy) anisotropy regarding analysis of non-axial interactions
and motions. High-field EPR lineshapes are very sensitive to rapid internal motions and allow short
correlation times of protein folding and reorientation to be measured over large temperature ranges,
while slower motions are already within the rigid limit and are favorably studied at the lower Zeeman
fields of X-band or L-band EPR.
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5.2. EPR Triangulation

We now want to call attention to the “EPR-triangulation” methodology. For selectively
spin-labeled biosystems this methodology was pioneered by Jack Freed and coworkers at
Cornell [37,289]. It is a sophisticated EPR strategy in structural biology for measuring multiple-distance
constraints by employing a large number of consecutively nitroxide spin-labeled protein domains.
Thereby, the studied protein is encased in a scaffold of constraints, which uniquely define its shape
and which limit possible scenarios of its secondary folds.

The phrase “EPR triangulation” or “spin triangulation” has been coined in the style of traditional
geometry and geodesy. There, a “triangulation” of a plane surface means its tessellation by triangles,
usually with the restriction that each triangle side is entirely shared by two adjacent triangles. For a
three-dimensional object like a hilly landscape, triangulation is the division of the object into a set of
tetrahedrons in such a way that no vertex of a tetrahedron lies in the interior of another tetrahedron.

As an aside, triangulation methods are standard now for local mapmaking, but it was only
towards the end of the 18th century that detailed triangulation network surveys were established to
map whole countries. For instance, the “Principal Triangulation of Great Britain” has begun in 1783,
but not completed until 1853. Meanwhile, the famous German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss
was entrusted from 1821 to 1825 with the triangulation of the Kingdom of Hanover, since 1815 part
of the German Confederation. This association of 39 German-speaking states in Central Europe was
created by the Congress of Vienna in 1815 to replace the former Holy Roman Empire of the German
Nation, which had been dissolved in 1806. This was a consequence of Napoleon’s reorganization of
much of the Empire of the German Nation into the Confederation of the Rhine, a French satellite, and
happened in the aftermath of Austria’s and Prussia’s crushing defeat by Napoleon’s Grande Armée at
Austerlitz on 2 December 1805.

Returning to the triangulation of the Kingdom of Hanover: For this task Carl Friedrich Gauss
developed the mathematical method of least squares fitting (nowadays a common method in
spectroscopy to fit experimental data to theoretical predictions) to find the best fit solution for large
systems of simultaneous equations given more real-world measurements are available than unknowns
of the problem. As another aside, part of the triangulation network used for Gauss’s survey was
pictured on the reverse side of the 10 Deutschmark (DM) banknote (4th series of 10 DM banknotes,
first issued 1991).

Apparently, determining the 3D structure of large irregular objects such as proteins by
triangulation is a challenging and cumbersome task since it will require dozens of distances to
measure in order to significantly restrain the possible structural conformations [289]. For spin-label
triangulation, the chosen protein sites as tetrahedron vertices have to be accessible for the spin-labeling
reagent, and the labeling should not significantly alter protein structure or function. This is a strict
requirement and may limit the options for suitable site selection.

According to Freed’s published work [37,289], the triangulation approach to protein mapping is
based on obtaining a rigid network of distance constraints. They are derived from a set of spin-labeled
sites selected in such a way that they uniquely define the coordinates of most sites—or even all of them.
This huge task can be accomplished by first making a sufficiently large number of double mutations
with rigid spin labels. Subsequently, the distances between the respective pairs of spin labels are
measured by dipolar pulsed EPR spectroscopy. Such a rigid scaffold of tetrahedrons for triangulation
will strongly restrain the potential locations of spin labels and thereby help to identify the possible
conformations of the protein.

The Freed group has shown that the constraints can be directly used to solve the protein structure
at a resolution of 5 to 10 Å [37,289]. Admittedly, this is a rather low resolution. On the other hand,
when only a low-resolution 3D structure of a protein complex is of interest, a few distances may
suffice [499]. Evidently, the task of site selection could be facilitated by a priori knowledge of secondary
and tertiary structure models from independent measurements.
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The obvious catch of the EPR-triangulation method is a flexibility of the spin-label side-chains
and the structural heterogeneity of proteins, which usually yield fairly broad distributions for each
distance. Nevertheless, there are favorable cases where the EPR-triangulation approach was shown to
work successfully [289,500–502].

After this more general overview of SDSL-EPR studies, we will now present a specific example to
demonstrate the power of W-band high-field EPR spectroscopy for spin labeled membrane proteins.
As illustrative example we selected site-specifically spin-labeled bacteriorhodopsin, the famous
light-driven proton pump.

5.3. An Illustrative Example: High-Field EPR on Nitroxide Spin-Labeled Bacteriorhodopsin

Nature has invented the strategy to harvest sunlight as energy source for synthesizing ATP
twice, in the photosynthetic reaction-center (RC) protein complexes of purple bacteria and in the
bacteriorhodopsin (BR) protein complex of halobacteria. In photosynthetic RCs the energy conversion
process is the light-induced primary electron transfer between chlorophyll and quinone cofactors,
mediated by weak interactions with the protein microenvironment. In the BR protein complex,
the energy conversion process is initiated by light-driven primary proton transfer between amino-acid
residues, mediated by conformational changes of the only cofactor, the chromophore retinal.

In BR, this archetypical light-driven proton pump, light-induced cis-trans isomerization of
retinal is the key molecular process that ensures unidirectionality of the transmembrane proton
transfer. Retinal photoisomerization is among the fastest reactions known in biology proceeding in
a time regime as short as femtoseconds. It has been widely studied by time-resolved spectroscopic
techniques to probe the light-driven evolution of spectral intermediates and to obtain chemical
insights into retinal isomerization steps. The transient intermediates, commonly called I, J, and
K intermediates, were identified and shown to rise and decay in the ultrafast time regime, see [503]
and the references therein.

We will turn now to the high-field spin-label EPR work on the paradigmatic proton-transfer
protein BR. The aim of this work was to obtain new insights concerning the molecular mechanisms of
light-driven medium-mediated proton transfer, in particular by site-specifically probing local polarity
and proticity values along the proton channel in the protein complex which is embedded in functional
membranes. We focus on proton-transfer intermediates of selectively MTSSL-labeled BR mutants
from Halobacterium (H.) salinarium to determine potential barriers and molecular switches for vectorial
transmembrane proton transfer. BR is a 26 kDa protein complex located in the cell membrane of the
halophilic archaebacterium H. salinarium. High-resolution (to 1.55 Å resolution) X-ray crystallography
coordinates are available of the ground-state structure [504] (see Figure 5).

Seven transmembrane helices (A–G) enclose the retinal that is covalently attached to lysine,
K216, on helix G, via a protonated Schiff base. Absorption of 570 nm photons initiates the all-trans
to 13-cis photoisomerization of the retinal. The Schiff base then releases a proton to the extracellular
medium and is subsequently reprotonated from the cytoplasm. Transient intermediates of this
catalytic photocycle can be distinguished by the different absorption properties of the retinal, and
a sequence of intermediates named J, K, L, M, N and O has been characterized by time-resolved
absorption spectroscopy [505], the M intermediate turned out to be divided into two substates, M1 and
M2 [506,507]. During this photocycle, conformational changes of the protein (and the retinal) occur
(for a review, see, [508]). Such conformational changes safeguard that light-driven release and uptake
of protons do not occur from the same side of the membrane. They enable BR to work as a vectorial
transmembrane proton pump. In wild-type BR, the conformational changes associated with the M1

 M2 transition are suggested to function as a “reprotonation switch” required for vectorial proton
transport since during the lifetime of the respective M state the accessibility of the Schiff base for
protons is switched from the extracellular to the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. For details on
the nature of the conformational changes and helix movements, we refer the reader to [1] where the
original studies are also cited [509].
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Figure 5. (a) Experimental W-band cw EPR spectra for a set of bacteriorhodopsin (BR) mutants spin
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position 129. For details, see [494].

Major conformational changes occur at the cytoplasmic moieties of helices F and G. The helix
movements provide an “opening” of the protein to protons on the cytoplasmic end of the
transmembrane proton channel [509]. Thereby, proton transfer can occur from the internal aspartic-acid
proton donor, D96, to the Schiff base during the M to N transition. The reprotonation of D96 from
the cytoplasm occurs during the recovery of the BR initial state. The region between D96 and the
Schiff base is largely nonpolar, packed with bulky amino-acid residues. Hence, in the unilluminated
state, the Schiff base is effectively inaccessible to protons from the cytoplasm. In the light-driven
M1 
 M2 transition, however, this region is opened for access of protons to the Schiff-base nitrogen
atom. The question remains whether the relatively large conformational changes observed in the
photocycle of wild-type BR and many BR mutants are a prerequisite for vectorial proton transport, i.e.,
if they really represent the widely proposed reprotonation switch.

Regarding the transmembrane polarity profile of BR along the putative proton pathway high-field
EPR in conjunction with SDSL molecular engineering provided unique functional details: By 95 GHz
(W-band) high-field EPR details of both the polarity and proticity profiles along the proton channel
were probed by g- and hyperfine-tensor components from a series of 10 site-specifically nitroxide
spin-labeled BR mutants with MTSSL spin label as the reporter side chain R1 [494]. Previous studies of
a large number of spin-labeled proteins in numerous laboratories have shown that the Azz component
of the hyperfine tensor and the gxx component of the g-tensor are particularly sensitive probes of
the microenvironment of R1 thus allowing for measuring local changes of polarity and proticity of
protein domains. In other words: the gxx and Azz components probe the local electric fields and the
availability of H-bond forming partners of nearby amino-acid residues or water molecules [493–495].
Moreover, the dynamics of the nitroxide side chain R1 reveal, via EPR spectral lineshape analysis,
direct information about motional constraints introduced by the secondary and tertiary protein
structures in the vicinity of the nitroxide binding site [493,494].

W-band EPR spectra were recorded at temperatures below 200 K to avoid motional averaging
of the anisotropic magnetic tensors. At these temperatures, R1 can be considered as immobilized
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on the EPR time scale. The spectra of selected mutants are shown in Figure 5a. The typical
nitroxide powder-pattern lineshape is clearly resolved into three separate regions corresponding
to the components gxx, gyy and gzz, the gzz region with resolved Azz splitting. The plots of gxx and Azz

values versus the position r of R1 along the proton channel (Figure 5c) demonstrate distinct variations in
the polarity and proticity of the nitroxide microenvironment (for the experimental error bars, see [494].

According to the structure model [510], residue S162R1 is located in the E-F loop at the cytoplasmic
surface, whereas residue K129R1 is positioned in the D-E loop on the extracellular surface. The high
polarity in the environment of these residues is evidence that the nitroxides are accessible to water
molecules, which is in agreement with the structure. The polarity of the nitroxide microenvironment
at positions 100, 167 and 170 is significantly smaller and reaches its minimum at position 46 between
the proton donor D96 and the retinal. The plots directly reflect the hydrophobic barrier that the proton
has to overcome on its way through the protein channel. The MO theoretical analysis of both tensor
components, gxx and Azz, enabled the characterization of the R1 microenvironment in terms of protic
and aprotic matrix properties, for details see [496]. The linear plot of experimental gxx versus Azz values
of the nitroxide side chains R1 for various spin-label positions in BR is shown in Figure 6. More recently,
the BR work has been extended to a thorough multifrequency EPR approach to study the heterogeneity
in the nitroxide microenvironment [328], see also [494,511].

For more details about the remarkable features of high-field/high-frequency EPR spectroscopy in
(bio)molecular systems such as transient paramagnetic reaction intermediates or spin-labeled proteins, we
refer to recent books and overview articles, for example [17,23,42,70,90,129,131,300,474,496,497,512–521].Magnetochemistry 2018, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW  31 of 82 
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As an aside, we briefly mention the recent development of ultrafast crystallography of
biomolecules by using high-power coherent X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) irradiating a jet
stream of microcrystalline protein sample. This is a revolutionary extension of the arsenal of
methods to be used in structural biology to understand the functions of proteins at a molecular
level, based on the knowledge of their three-dimensional structure. Structural biology employs
several imaging experimental techniques such as X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy (to a
lesser extent EPR spectroscopy), cryo-electron microscopy, to “see” individual proteins and other large
biocomplexes. The novel XFELtechnique allows for collecting femtosecond diffraction patterns of
large protein complexes such as bacteriorhodopsin and photosynthetic reaction centers (“diffraction
before explosion” [522]). It is now possible to observe ultrafast photochemical reactions and their
induced molecular motions within proteins on scales of femtoseconds to milliseconds with near-atomic
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structural resolution, thereby extending dramatically the dynamic range of time-resolved spectroscopic
methods in structural biology. This method is expected to become of fundamental importance.
We quote from ref. [522]:

“X-ray free-electron lasers have opened up the possibility of structure determination of
protein crystals at room temperature, free of radiation damage. The femtosecond-duration
pulses of these sources enable diffraction signals to be collected from samples at doses
of 1000 MGy or higher. The sample is vaporized by the intense pulse, but not before the
scattering that gives rise to the diffraction pattern takes place. Consequently, only a single
flash diffraction pattern can be recorded from a crystal, giving rise to the method of serial
crystallography where tens of thousands of patterns are collected from individual crystals
that flow across the beam and the patterns are indexed and aggregated into a set of structure
factors. The high-dose tolerance and the many-crystal averaging approach allow data to
be collected from much smaller crystals than have been examined at synchrotron radiation
facilities, even from radiation-sensitive samples.”

Until the end of 2017 it had been a dream in the biomolecular spectroscopy community to observe,
in real time, the ultrafast photochemical cis-trans isomerization reaction intermediates and “see” their
induced molecular motions within the proteins on scales of femtoseconds to milliseconds with atomic
structural resolution. In 2018, finally this dream has become true, see [523] and references therein.
In molecular biology, this work is rated a scientific sensation and motivated us to give a brief summary
here as an aside of our EPR review.

A consortium of 32 scientists from 12 institutions participated in this grand project on “Retinal
isomerization in bacteriorhodopsin captured by a femtosecond X-ray laser” [523] using the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) facility at the Stanford National Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC) facility;
both Science User Facilities are operated for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) by Stanford
University. These facilities have been constructed to take X-ray snapshots of atoms and molecules
at work, revealing fundamental processes in materials, technology and living matter (see, https:
//lcls.slac.stanford.edu/). Using X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs), it is now possible to observe
ultrafast photochemical reactions and their induced molecular motions within proteins on scales of
femtoseconds to milliseconds with near-atomic structural resolution. In serial XFEL experiments,
a stream of microcrystals in their mother liquor is exposed to intense 120 Hz femtosecond XFEL pulses,
thereby collecting millions of X-ray diffraction “snapshots” in a time-frame of hours. Each X-ray FEL
pulse is so intense that it destroys the sample; however, the pulse duration is so short that diffraction is
observed before destruction occurs.

The retinal light-initiated cis-trans isomerization in bacteriorhodopsin with transient intermediates
captured by serial femtosecond X-ray laser crystallography of microcrystal suspensions represents a
particularly significant achievement. This is because retinal is a light-sensitive protein ligand that is
used by all domains of life to process the information and energy content of light. Retinal-binding
proteins are integral membrane proteins that drive vital biological processes, including light sensing
for spatial orientation and circadian clock adjustment, as well as maintaining electrochemical gradients
through ion transport. How the protein environment guides retinal isomerization on a subpicosecond
time scale toward a single high-yield product is a fundamental outstanding question in photobiology.

A series of overlapping difference Fourier electron density maps reveal structural changes over
the first picosecond of retinal photoexcitation. Complementary data for time delays of 10 ps and 8 ms
allowed the authors to resolve the later stages of the cis-trans isomerization reaction characterized as I, J,
K, and M intermediates. The time resolved structural data reveal the trajectory of retinal isomerization
and provide atomic details at key points along the reaction pathway.

In the case of photosynthetic reaction center protein complexes (non-oxygenic bacterial RC,
oxygenic Photosystem II) correspondingly sensational studies on serial femtosecond crystallography on
liquid suspension jetstreams of microcrystal have been done about five years earlier by multi-discipline,
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multi-institutional groups of rearchers gathered around the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) facility
at Stanford:

- For the RC complex from the non-sulfur purple bacterium Blastochloris viridis femtosecond X-ray
diffraction work was done in 2013 by a consortium of 45 authors from 12 institutions [524].
The X-ray diffraction data were recorded from microcrystals of the RC to 2.8 Å resolution, and its
serial femtosecond crystallography structures were determined to 3.5 Å resolution. Remarkably,
although every microcrystal is exposed to a radiation dose of 33 MGy, no signs of X-ray-induced
radiation damage are visible in this integral membrane protein structure. This reveals an
exytremely important advantage of the femtosecond crystallography based on an ultrafast pulsed
X-ray free-electron-laser method: It avoids radiation damages of protein complexes. Clearly,
this crystallgraphic method has considerable potential for solving many challenging problems in
current structural biology.

- The Photosystem II (PS II) complexes of the cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus (T.)
elongatus [525–529] and T. vulcanus [530,531] have also been studied by serial femtosecond
crystallography using X-ray lasers provided by the facilities at Stanford, CA, USA (LCLS) and
Hyogo, Japan (SACLA). In this ground breaking work the advantages of the technique could
be clearly demonstrated, namely that diffraction data can now be obtained for very small PS II
crystals without radiation damage and that transient—even short-lived—states of the enzyme can
be accessed in real time at room temperature [526]. The technique is of particular importance for
the investigation of the water oxidizing/oxygen evolving enzyme located in PS II that undergoes
significant structural changes within its catalytic cycle (for a detailed EPR story of the OEC,
see Section 8, Case Study II).

6. Selected Topics of Current High-Field EPR Spectroscopy on Biosystems

When preparing the present overview article, it was not our intention to compose an encyclopedic
report on EPR spectroscopy at high-fields in general. Rather, we focused on those aspects where
the distance between EPR and NMR spectroscopy is short enough to address potential readers from
both communities. With this goal in mind, we had to be very selective in choosing proper aspects
of high-field EPR. This was a difficult task, but we decided to mainly touch upon topics related to
(bio)chemistry or (bio)physics of large molecular complexes. In addition, we will comment on a few
recent high-field EPR papers on biological systems that may be of general interest (for more detailed
reports, see also the two Case Studies in Sections 7 and 8).

6.1. Extending the Distance Range between Molecular Spin Centers by High-Field Dipolar EPR with Gd3+

Spin Probes

Interspin distances between 0.8 nm and 2.0 nm can be conventionally measured through the
electron–electron dipolar broadening of the continuous wave (cw) EPR spectrum of nitroxide spin
labels at X-band (9.4 GHz, 0.35 T). In 2013, the group of Daniella Goldfarb at the Weizmann Institute
and her coworkers [532] were among the first to introduce Gd3+ as a promising alternative spin label
for distance measurements by cw EPR above 7 Tesla, where the |−1/2〉 to |1/2〉 spin transition
narrows below 1 mT and becomes extremely sensitive to dipolar broadening. To estimate the distance
limits of cw EPR with Gd3+, the authors have measured spectra of frozen solutions of GdCl3 at 8.6 T
(240 GHz) and 10 K at concentrations ranging from 50 mM to 0.1 mM, covering a broad range of
average interspin distances. These experiments show substantial dipolar broadening at distances
where line broadening cannot be observed with nitroxides at X-band.

This data, and its agreement with calculated dipolar-broadened lineshapes, show Gd3+ to be
sensitive to distances as long as about 3.8 nm. Therefore, the combination of tailored Gd3+ labels and
high magnetic fields can extend the longest interspin distances measurable by cw EPR from 2.0 nm
to 3.8 nm. Moreover, the cw EPR data at 260 K demonstrate that the line broadening remains small
enough at similar average interspin distances. They offer Gd3+ probes as promising distance rulers
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at temperatures higher than possible with conventional pulsed EPR distance measurements using
nitroxide spin probes.

Special attention is drawn to the recent pulse electron–electron double resonance (PELDOR or
DEER) studies at high-field and W-band mw frequency, performed mainly by the group of Daniella
Goldfarb at Rehovot, for measuring long innermolecular distances using Gd3+ spin labels, even using
triple spin labeling with Gd3+, Mn2+ and a nitroxide radical [221]. The same group published recently
highly interesting high-field PELDOR distance measurements on proteins using Gd3+ tags, see for
example [220–222,377,378,382–385,533].

The group of Thomas Prisner at Frankfurt has recently published very interesting results on
long-range distance measurements in biomolecules comparing NMR and EPR spectroscopy [396].

6.2. Exploring by Ultrahigh-Field EPR the Molecular Basis of Radiation Resistance of Certain Bacterial Cells
Containg Small High-Symmetry Antioxidant Complexes of Manganous Ions

Decades of functional genomic efforts have failed so far to predict the ability of cells to survive
ionizing radiation. Evidence is mounting that small high-symmetry antioxidant complexes of
manganous ions with metabolites (H-Mn2+) are responsible for cellular ionizing-radiation resistance,
and that H-Mn2+ protects the proteome, not the genome, from radiation-induced reactive oxygen
species. Taking the bacterium Deinococcus radiodurans as an example, a large team of interdisciplinary
researchers around B.M. Hoffman (Northwestern University) has shown [534] that the amount of
H-Mn2+ in nonirradiated living cells is readily gauged by high-field EPR spectroscopy. The amount of
H-Mn2+ complexes is highly diagnostic of their DNA repair efficiency and survival capability after
gamma-radiation exposure.

The significance of this recent work of high-field EPR spectroscopy on radiation damage in
biological cells relies on the new insight that was gained into the strategies developed by biological
cells to survive after gamma-radiation exposure by employing antioxidant complexes of manganous
ions with metabolites (H-Mn2+). A quantitative EPR-based spectroscopic measure of cellular H-Mn2+

content was developed. Cellular H-Mn2+ content is the strongest known biological indicator of cellular
ionizing-radiation resistance between and within organisms across the three domains of the tree of
life, with potential applications including optimization of radiotherapy in medicine. High magnetic
fields provide dramatically increased spectral resolution compared to the much lower field employed
in commercial spectrometers. This facilitates discrimination of paramagnetic signals from biological
samples that may potentially contain multiple species, e.g., manganous ions.

In this work [534], the EPR spectra were recorded under conditions of ultrahigh magnetic
fields and microwave frequencies using a laboratory-built spectrometer at the EPR facility of the
US National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL) in Tellahassee, FL. Briefly, the instrument
is a transmission-type spectrometer in which microwaves are propagated in cylindrical lightpipes.
The microwaves were generated by a phase-locked Virginia Diodes source generating frequency
of 13 ± 1 GHz and producing its harmonics of which the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 16th, 24th and 32nd
are available. A superconducting magnet (Oxford Instruments) capable of reaching a field of 17 T
was employed.

6.3. The Effect of Protein-Solvent Interactions for Biological Function and the Survival of Organisms under
Extreme Stress Situations of Heat and Dryness

During recent decades, sugar-glass matrices attracted a growing interest in the biotechnology
community for their ability to stabilize labile proteins, including therapeutic polypeptides, and
optimize their storage at room temperature in the solid state [535–540]. Among the saccharides,
trehalose (α-D-glucopyranosil α-D-glucopyranoside) is unique regarding its high glass transition
temperature, Tg. Accordingly, already at room temperature trehalose forms glassy matrices
upon dehydration which protect the hosted protein against denaturation induced by freezing,
heating, and drying. The glass transition temperatures of common sugars are ordered as
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Tg
glucose < Tg

sucrose < Tg
trehalose. We note that Tg is strongly dependent on the water content of the

sugar; for dry glucose, sucrose, and trehalose the Tg values are 296, 333, and 380 K, respectively [541].
In nature, the bioprotective action of trehalose and other disaccharide glasses is used by several

organisms able to survive for long periods (up to years) extreme draught and high temperatures
by preserving the structural integrity of their cellular structures, while reversibly arresting their
metabolism, i.e., they are in a state of anhydrobiosis. Molecular biology research along such lines of
Nature’s strategies to improve plant tolerance against heat and drought stress is currently a topical
subject in view of the apparent threats of global climate change on world-wide agriculture and
farming [542–544].

The molecular details of the protein–matrix dynamical coupling are still controversely debated
in the current literature, for instance the role of hydrogen-bonding networks at the protein–matrix
interface involving local water molecules for protein stabilization. It is now well established, however,
that the extreme stabilization of proteins incorporated into trehalose glasses is rooted in the dramatic
hindering of internal protein dynamics (“freezing out” at elevated temperatures) which thus prevents
irreversible loss of the native structure. Changes in hydrogen-bonding patterns of protein complexes
such as photosynthetic reaction centers usually have a strong impact on the overall function of a
biological system.

Details of our recent pulsed W-band (94 GHz) high-field multi-resonance EPR, ELDOR-detected
NMR and ENDOR experiments on photosynthetic reaction center complexes, in conjunction with
using nitroxide spin-labeled proteins as well as deuterium and 17O isotope-labeled water [545–547],
will be presented in Section 7, Case Study I.

6.4. Structure and Function of Transition Metal Centers in Metalloproteins

One of the main subjects of multifrequency/multiresonance EPR applications in biophysics
and biochemistry is the investigation of transition metal ions chelated in molecular complexes; they
often have one or more unpaired electrons in their d-orbitals. Prominent examples are proteins
containing iron or manganese such as the two photosystems, PS I and PS II, of oxygenic photosynthesis.
They contain non-heme iron, heme-containing cytochromes and iron-sulfur centers for light harvesting,
light-induced charge separation and electron transfer—as well as a tetranuclear manganese/calcium
cluster used for catalytic water oxidation, the famous “oxygen-evolving complex” (OEC). The reader is
referred to [548–550] for references to the vast literature on this photosynthetic water-splitting process.

The OEC is one of the most interesting biocatalytic metal centers—and directly related to the
topical field of renewable energy research [551–556]. Sensational new information on the OEC has
been acquired in recent years thanks to the application of sophisticated EPR/NMR double resonance
techniques at higher magnetic fields; this will be discussed to some detail in Section 8, Case Study II.

In [1] we have elaborated in a case study also on “High-field PELDOR and ENDOR structure
determination of cation-anion radical pairs in photosynthetic reaction centers”. We will not repeat
it here but recommend it for reading. There, the most important references are given for a better
understanding of the scientific background, the applied methods and accomplished structural results
on extremely important membrane protein complexes, namely the bacterial reaction center (bRC)
of non-oxygenic photosynthesis as well as Photosystem I (PS I) and Photosystem II (PS II) of
oxygenic photosynthesis.

7. Case Study I: High-Field ELDOR-Detected NMR (EDNMR) as a General Method for
Electron–Nuclear Hyperfine Spectroscopy with an Application on Nitroxide Radical and
Transition Metal Containing Systems

7.1. Introduction

As introduced in Section 4.6, ELDOR-detected NMR (EDNMR) was first described by the
Schweiger laboratory at ETH Zurich [271] over 20 years ago. The method relies on using selective
microwave pulses which pump spin forbidden transitions of the spin manifold, where both the electron
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and nuclear spins change their projection direction (∆MS = ±1, ∆MI = ±1, ±2, . . . (Figure 7a,b).
These transitions are referenced against the spin-allowed EPR transition to extract all NMR transitions
of the spin manifold (Figure 7d). Up to recent years, EDNMR was only seldomly used because the
technique is insensitive to NMR couplings that are within 5–10 MHz of the allowed EPR transition.
At X- and Q-band microwave frequencies (0.3–1.2 T) most nuclei of interest fall within this spectral
range, termed the central blind spot or blind zone (Figure 7c). This problem is overcome by moving the
EDNMR experiment to higher magnetic fields and microwave frequencies, e.g., W-band (3.4 T). At this
field range, the Larmor frequency, νn, of many nuclei is significantly larger than 10 MHz, allowing
for their detection by EDNMR. Over the last decade, a series of reports appeared that used high-field
EDNMR to characterize a number of chemical systems and materials with a wide variety of nuclei in
radical [228,236,545,557–564] and transition metal containing systems [272,273,275,276,565–584].

High field EDNMR has a series of advantages over conventional double resonance techniques
such as Electron Nuclear Double Resonance (ENDOR). These include:

(i) Enhanced spectral resolution: the frequency at which the NMR transition of a particular nucleus is
observed is linearly dependent on the applied magnetic field (Figure 7c). As such, moving to
higher magnetic fields allows different nuclei to be more readily discriminated, as is the case in
NMR spectroscopy.

(ii) Enhanced sensitivity: this is particularly true for systems that exhibit fast T1 relaxation hampering
ENDOR type measurements which rely on significantly longer pulse sequences. EDNMR can be
applied whenever a spin echo can be measured [558,572].

(iii) Broadband detection: allowing hetero-nuclear detection. This is in part due to
broadband microwave resonance structures being more easily realized at higher microwave
frequencies [558,572].

(iv) The absence of nucleus dependent or pulse dependent spectral artifacts: [273,274,558,572] such as B2

non-linearity, additional harmonic frequencies and line-intensity modification due to hyperfine
enhancement. EDNMR is also not prone to heating artifacts.
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The only disadvantage of using EDNMR is its reduced spectral resolution as compared to the
corresponding ENDOR experiment [274,558]. We have recently demonstrated that such problems are
typically avoided in the high-field regime, by using appropriately optimized pulse sequences. We also
note that at high field, correlation transitions (those involving multiple nuclei) can be more easily
suppressed that can contribute to the observed linewidth at lower microwave bands (X-, Q-band). In the
text below we describe recent results from our laboratories on using EDNMR to characterize radicals
and paramagnetic metal complexes at higher magnetic fields [236,273,274,545,558,559,562–564,572,583].
For further information about the EDNMR method we refer the reader to recent reviews [274,585].

7.2. Nitrogen EDNMR on Nitroxide Radicals in Organic Solvents

Aminoxyl radicals (nitroxides) are stable radicals used extensively in EPR spectroscopy as a spin
label or local reporter group in solution and solid phase samples, for a recent review see [586].
Nitroxide radicals contain an NMR active 14N (or 15N) nucleus whose spectroscopic properties
(hyperfine/quadrupole coupling) are dependent on the nitroxide’s local environment, see Section 5.3.
The W-band 14N-EDNMR spectrum of a pyrroline-type nitroxide radical (R1) in 2-propanol frozen
solution at the particular magnetic field position marked in Figure 8a is shown in Figure 8b [558]. It is
important to remember that the hyperfine interaction between the nitrogen nucleus and the unpaired
electron spin is not the same in all directions—leading to a powder EPR spectrum. The nitroxide
molecular electron Zeeman, g̃, and nitrogen hyperfine tensors, Ã, are collinear. The unique tensor axis
(z), describes the unpaired spin associated with the p-orbitals of the conjugated ring. It is characterized
by a g-value approximately that of the free electron value and a large 14N hyperfine coupling, in the
strong coupling limit, |Azz|/2 > |νn(14N)|. The other two g-tensor principal components appear at
higher values (lower magnetic field positions) with 14N hyperfine couplings in the weak coupling limit,
|Axx,yy|/2 < |νn(14N)|. As a consequence, the corresponding EDNMR spectrum of the nitroxide
radical is strongly dependent on the field position at which the double resonance experiment is
performed [558,564]. Thus, to capture the entire 14N-EDNMR spectrum one needs to measure in two
dimensions, i.e., a series of EDNMR spectra need to be recorded across the whole EPR profile, to give
the contour map shown in Figure 8c.
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Figure 8. (a) Microwave pulse sequence for the W-band EDNMR experiment on the nitroxide radical
R1 (shown in the left corner) in frozen solution. The echo-detected EPR spectrum of R1 and the mw
excitation bandwidth for typical pulse-length settings are shown; (b) Representative example of an
EDNMR recording of 1 mM R1-D16 in 2-propanol-D8 at 50 K, acquired at the field position marked
with an arrow in the pulse scheme above (c) Contour plot of the field-frequency dependence of W-band
EDNMR intensities. The contour lines are shown as isohypses from 0.01 to 1 of the maximum 14N
EDNMR intensity. For details see [558].
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EDNMR spectra recorded in the high magnetic field region are of particular importance, as they
allow the precise values of nitrogen hyperfine (Azz), and quadrupole, (Pzz), tensor z-components
to be read out [236,558,562,563], see Figure 9a. These parameters are most sensitive to probe the
microenvironment of nitroxide radicals.

The resolution of the EDNMR experiment also allows the different spectral contributions to
be resolved. In the case of SDSL labeled proteins, discrete populations of nitroxides exposed to
the different microenvironments can be characterized [328,562]. In cw EPR spectra, these different
populations remain hidden in the EPR lines broadened by hyperfine interaction with nuclei other than
nitrogen. Figure 9b depicts the W-band EDNMR spectra for R1-D16 in different solvents taken close to
the respective canonical positions in the gzz, MI =−1 spectral region [559]. The spectra are overlaid with
their best-fit simulation, which assume a Gaussian lineshape for each microenvironment population.
Specifically, in ortho-terphenyl, aniline and methanol only a single pair of lines is observed by EDNMR,
i.e., a single nitroxide radical population is present. In phenol, 2-propanol and water, however,
two different contributions are observed in the EDNMR spectra. The analysis of solvent-dependent
magnetic parameter values of the nitroxide, Azz and Pzz, lead to the conclusion that the principal values
of all the magnetic interaction parameters primarily depend on whether the nitroxide participates in a
hydrogen bond and what is the hydrogen bond donor group of the solvent [560]. The solvent bulk
polarity, as described by the static dielectric constant was found to be of minor importance.

The high resolution of EDNMR also allows characterizing the changes of the nitroxide
microenvironment upon the changes of the sample conditions. From a comparison of ENDMR
spectra recorded in shock-frozen samples, which were subsequently annealed at higher temperatures,
it was shown that the H-bond network, in which the nitroxide is involved, rearranges around the glass
transition temperature [563].
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Figure 9. (a) Comparison of sensitivity and resolution of the W-band EDNMR and ENDOR
methods. (a) EDNMR (top) and Davies-ENDOR (bottom) spectra of R1-D16 in frozen
ortho-terphenyl-D14/benzene-D6 solution recorded at the same B0 close to the gzz, MI = −1 spectral
position at 50 K using 100 and 500 averages per point, respectively. (b) The W-band EDNMR spectra of
nitroxide radical R1-D16 in frozen solutions of ortho-terphenyl, aniline, phenol, 2-propanol, methanol,
glycerol and water. The spectra were recorded close to the gzz, MI = −1 spectral position at 50 K.
The experimental spectra (black traces) are overlaid with best-fit Gaussian lines that are assigned to
nitroxide radicals forming either zero (red trace), one (green trace) or two (blue trace) H-bonds with
the solvent molecule. The EDNMR lines appear around half the hyperfine coupling in a distance of
twice the nuclear Larmor frequency plus quadrupole coupling (for I > 1/2). The fits were performed
on the first derivative mode of the experimental traces. For details see [562,563].
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At the end of this section we compare the performance of EDNMR and ENDOR as applied to
nitroxide radicals [558]. Figure 9a shows W-band 14N EDNMR and ENDOR spectra of R1 in frozen
ortho-terphenyl which were consecutively recorded on the same samples at the same magnetic field
position (close to gzz, MI = −1). The spectra were acquired using the same frequency sweep range and
the same pulse repetition rate, but using a different number of averages per point (100 for EDNMR,
500 for ENDOR). As expected, the line positions of the ENDOR and EDNMR recordings exactly
coincide. The low-frequency ENDOR line around 38 MHz is strongly suppressed. This is due to
the “hyperfine enhancement” effect [2] and the superimposed frequency dependence of the B2 (RF)
field. Considering that the determination of Azz and Pzz requires the frequency positions of both the
low- and high-frequency lines, the S/N ratio was calculated for the line with lowest NMR intensity.
For ENDOR, an S/N ratio of 0.2 per shot was obtained. In contrast, for EDNMR the respective number
is S/N = 6. Hence, the sensitivity of EDNMR is superior to ENDOR by a factor of 30. This means that
the same information can be obtained in a 900 × shorter measurement time. The EDNMR spectrum
exhibits a slightly broader linewidth (about 10%) as compared to the ENDOR spectrum. This small
difference is of experimental origin and can be eliminated by adjusting the experimental parameters at
the expense of the S/N ratio [564].

7.3. EDNMR on Nitroxide Labeled Bacterial Reaction Centers Embedded in a Trehalose Glass

In nature, the extraordinary bio-protective capabilities of disaccharide glasses are exploited by
specific organisms, which are able to survive extreme conditions of temperature and dehydration
by entering a state of reversibly arrested metabolic activity, called anhydrobiosis or cryptobiosis [587].
Trehalose is the most efficient sugar for bio-protection against extreme dehydration and osmotic stress.
The exact mechanistic details of the trehalose efficiency are still under debate [588,589].

Several existing separate hypotheses—that to some extent are complementary and not mutually
exclusive—try to explain the remarkable trehalose efficacy in bio-protection by predicting different
changes in the first solvation shell of the protein upon dehydration. The “water replacement
hypothesis” [590] states that upon drying the hydrogen-bond interactions of polar groups at the
protein interface with water is replaced by hydrogen bonds to the trehalose sugar by which the protein
structure is strongly stabilized. The “preferential hydration hypothesis” [591], on the other hand,
states that water molecules become entrapped at the interface between the glassy sugar matrix and the
protein surface. The “high viscosity hypothesis” [592] assumes that the inhibition of dynamic processes
responsible for protein denaturation is mainly due to the high viscosity of the dried disaccharide
matrix impeding diffusion. In an attempt to generalize the above models by incorporating some of
their features, the “anchorage hypothesis” [593] has been proposed stating that hindering of protein
dynamics is caused by a tight anchoring of the protein surface to the rigid matrix through the formation
of an extended H-bond network. According to this view, the disaccharide matrix locks the protein
surface either directly, as assumed in the water replacement hypothesis, or through bridging residual
water molecules at the protein–matrix interface, thus preventing large-scale protein internal motions.
To differentiate experimentally between these hypotheses, a sensitive spectroscopic method capable of
direct water detection in a site-specific manner was needed.

High-field EDNMR in conjunction with nitroxide site-directed spin-labeling is capable not only to
detect the water localy but also to quantify its amount. In our recent work, the bacterial reaction center
(bRC) from Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides R26 embedded into a trehalose glass matrix was used as the
model system [545]. The bRC hosts the two native radical cofactor ions P•+865 (primary electron donor)
and Q•−A (primary electron acceptor) as well as an artificial nitroxide spin label site-specifically attached
to the surface of the H-protein domain. The nitroxide label is located close to the protein surface
serving as the water sensor at the trehalose-protein interface. The three paramagnetic reporter groups
have distinctly different local environments. They serve as local probes to detect water molecules
via magnetic interactions (electron–nuclear hyperfine and quadrupole) with either deuterons or 17O
water nuclei.
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The effect of bRC coating in a trehalose glass matrix has been thoroughly studied previously using
laser-flash optical and EPR spectroscopies [594–598]. Upon progressive dehydration of the trehalose
matrix, the kinetics of P•+865Q•−A charge recombination becomes faster and exhibits widely distributed
rate constants [594,595,597,599]. Thus, it mimics at room temperature the bRC recombination kinetics
observed at cryogenic temperatures in the water-glycerol system when frozen in the dark [600,601].

The bRCs were equilibrated in an atmosphere of different relative humidities using saturated
solutions of salt dissolved in deuterium (D) or 17O enriched water allowing precise control of the
hydration levels of the protein. Two relative hydration levels, r, were chosen that result in a different
extent of slaving the protein dynamics to the embedding sugar matrix: (i) r = 11% for which the protein
dynamics is arrested on the time scale of seconds [597]; and (ii) r = 74% for which the dynamics is only
mildly retarded as compared to the solution [602].

The EDNMR and ENDOR signals of D or 17O were recorded and analysed. The deuterium
containing samples—despite higher EDNMR sensitivity—reveal two problems: (i) low spectral
resolution of the EDNMR method which prohibits discrimination of the EDNMR signal contributions
stemming from bonded and distant waters molecules; (ii) substantial signal contributions due to
proton-deuterium exchange in the protein.

Figure 10b shows 17O EDNMR spectra recorded for MTSSL-bRC/trehalose equilibrated at
r = 11% (LiCl/H2

17O) and r = 74% (NaCl/H2
17O). In both spectra, a line centered at the 17O nuclear

Larmor frequency νn(17O) = 19.4 MHz and 14N lines from the nitroxide nitrogen were observed.
The 17O EDNMR signal can be deconvoluted into two contributions due to (i) water molecules
hydrogen-bonded to the nitroxide label and (ii) distant water in the vicinity of the nitroxide. Analysis
of the 17O EDNMR line shows that the 17O line intensity contribution from distant water at r = 11% is
6 ± 2 times smaller than at r = 74%, Figure 10c. Thus, for MTSSL-bRC the ratio of 17O EDNMR line
intensities for the hydrated state (r = 74%) to the dehydrated state (r = 11%) is 6 ± 2 reflecting the
number of distant water molecules in the vicinity of the nitroxide spin label. This ratio is close to the
H2O/trehalose molar ratios of both hydration states of 4.7 ± 0.2 as reported for the pure trehalose
matrix [602]. Thus, the scaling of the 17O signal intensity follows the changes of the overall water
content in the trehalose matrix. This fact is in quantitative conflict with the “water replacement
hypothesis”. At the same time, the above observation weakens the applicability of the “preferential
hydration hypothesis”, because it does not give evidence of a preferential hydration of the protein
surface in comparison to the average hydration of the whole sugar matrix. Thus, our findings appear
consistent with the “anchorage hypothesis” assumption that the trehalose matrix immobilizes the
protein by locking its surface through direct H-bonds between exposed protein residues and sugar
molecules, as well as through indirect H-bonds mediated by bridging water molecules of the residual
hydration shell—which would be in line with the recent model suggestion of Olsson et al. in ref. [588].

While the spectral sensitivity of EDNMR relative to ENDOR is higher by several orders of
magnitude, thus making it often the method of choice, the limited resolution of deuterium EDNMR
using D2O poses a disadvantage for local water sensing in a quantitative way. However, deuterium
EDNMR is well-suited for qualitative studies, like those presented here to determine the sugar
rehydration kinetics for which no differentiation between coupled and distant water is necessary [545].
When quantitative information on the different types of water in proteins is required, 17O EDNMR
using H2

17O can be used instead, taking advantage of the high sensitivity of the method and the
possibility to resolve coupled from distant 17O contributions. In this respect, W-band EDNMR
in conjunction with D and/or 17O isotope labeling is indeed a very strong methodology for local
water sensing.
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Figure 10. (a) Molecular surface representation of the bRC from Rb. sphaeroides R26 with indicated the
primary electron donor P865 (in blue), the primary electron acceptor QA (in red) and the nitroxide spin
label MTSSL attached to Cys156 in the H protein subunit (in green). Strongly bound water molecules
within 1 nm radius of each paramagnetic center are shown as green colored spheres, as evaluated from
the X-ray structure of highest resolution presently available [603] (pdb: 2J8C). The molecular structure
of trehalose is shown in the upper left corner; (b) W-band EDNMR spectra for MTSSL-bRC/trehalose
glass samples equilibrated for 70 h at r = 74% (NaCl/H2

17O) black trace; r = 11% (LiCl/H2
17O) magenta

trace; and r = 11% (LiCl/H2O) red trace. The spectra were recorded at the same nitroxide spectral
position (gzz, MI = 0). EDNMR spectra are shown for ∆ν < 0 to obtain a better separation between 17O
and 14N signal contributions; (c) The 17O EDNMR spectra for r = 74% (NaCl/H2

17O) (black trace) and
r = 11% (LiCl/H2

17O) (magenta trace) samples. The gray dashed lines show the best fit simulations of
the experimental recordings to a Gaussian line. For more details, see [545].

7.4. EDNMR on Transition Metal Containing Systems

The EDNMR technique performed at high fields is ideally suited for transition metal systems
which typically display much faster magnetic relaxation (T1, T2) rates than radicals [270,572]. Indeed,
the fast relaxation of transition metal complexes can lead to cases where nuclear coupling cannot
be measured using conventionial techniques such as ENDOR. This is because the effect of the intial
preparative pulse (selective population inversion) decays before the radio frequency pulse can be
applied. Similar limitations exist for ESEEM. Here, modulations due to large anisotropic couplings
appear immediately after the pulse sequence within the deadtime of the sequence and thus remain
unresolved. We also note that nuclear transitions (ligand and metal centered) for transition metal
complexes typically cover a large frequency range which cannot be accessed using ESEEM due to
excitation bandwidth constraints.

The superior performance of high field EDNMR can be easily demonstrated using the solvated
MnII ion dissolved in 17O labeled water (i.e., MnII(H2

17O)6, see Figure 11). In a single acquisition all
nuclei of the complex (55Mn, 17O, 1H) can be detected, even though they span a range larger than
200 MHz. In addition, double-quantum transitions for the two high spin nuclei (55Mn, 17O, I = 5/2)
are also readily excited along with correlation transitions involving the change in projection of two
(or more) nuclei. The same recording is difficult to achieve using ENDOR owing to the breadth of
the scan and the different nuclear spin states of the three nuclei (B2 field non-linearity). In addition,
the double-quantum transitions and correlation transitions are not observed in the ENDOR recording.
While it is not clearly evident from Figure 11, small deviations between the left-hand side (LHS)
and right-hand side (RHS) of the raw EDNMR data trace can be observed, which are due to second
order splitting of the nuclear spin submanifold. The same information is more difficult to obtain from
conventional ENDOR measurements. All NMR transitions have the same sign, and thus the resulting
spectrum is a superposition of the LHS and RHS of the EDNMR spectrum. Thus, in this situation
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the linewidth resolution in the EDNMR experiment is actually better than that of the corresponding
ENDOR spectrum.
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sequence for the W-band EDNMR experiment; (b) Representative example of an EDNMR recording 
acquired at the field position shown on the pulse scheme (a). For each ν2 setting 100 echo recordings 
were averaged with the pulse sequence repeated continuously with 2 kHz. Overall acquisition time 
for 2048 data points in the range of Δν = 500 MHz was 4 min; (c) The EDNMR spectrum obtained after 
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Figure 11. W-band ELDOR-detected NMR (EDNMR) of MnII(H2
17O)6 at 20 K. (a) Microwave pulse

sequence for the W-band EDNMR experiment; (b) Representative example of an EDNMR recording
acquired at the field position shown on the pulse scheme (a). For each ν2 setting 100 echo recordings
were averaged with the pulse sequence repeated continuously with 2 kHz. Overall acquisition time
for 2048 data points in the range of ∆ν = 500 MHz was 4 min; (c) The EDNMR spectrum obtained
after central blind spot subtraction which is modeled by a Lorentzian line with FWHH of 5.7 MHz,
shown by the dashed trace in (b). The right-hand side (RHS, ∆ν = ν2 − ν1 > 0) and left-hand side
(LHS, ∆ν = ν2 − ν1 < 0) EDNMR spectrum, inverted with the central blind spot subtracted from the
raw data which is modeled by a Lorentzian line with FWHH of 5.7 MHz, shown by the dashed trace
in (b). Transitions from all three magnetic nuclei of the complex 17O, 55Mn and 1H are marked by
red, magenta and gray color respectively. Both single- and double- quantum transitions of the three
magnetic nuclei of the complex are observed. For details, see [572].

Correlation transitions are ubiquous in the EDNMR experiment. This can be shown by comparing
EDNMR spectra collected for the solvated MnII ion in different water isotope mixtures (1H2O, 2H2O,
H2

17O) [572,584]. In the Q-band spectra shown in Figure 12 correlation peaks involving double- or
even triple-quantum transitions can all be easily observed. At very low fields, these transitions lead to
an apparent line-broadening of the underlying single-quantum transition, and as such their ultility is
only realized at higher magnetic fields. Nevertheless, these transitions do provide additional spectral
information and, being able to access them, may form the basis of new, higher dimension EDNMR
pulse sequences. One of these is CHEESY EDNMR, analogous to FT detected EDNMR [228]. This new
method, using chirp pulse detection, allows single shot accumulation of the entire EDNMR spectrum.
When using an initial selective pulse, correlations within the nuclear spin manifold can be deduced as
in triple ENDOR or alternatively, THYCOS.
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The same advantages can be seen for more complex systems. Our laboratories have recently 
reported high field EDNMR data for a series of oxygen (μ-oxo) bridged manganese homodimers and 
manganese-iron heterodimers [583]. This set included two simple synthetic complexes and two 
biological cofactors, from the manganese calatase enzyme and R2-like ligand oxidase (R2lox) enzyme. 
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Figure 12. Q-band EDNMR spectra (∆ν > 0) of the solvated transition metal MnII ion with three
different isotope enrichments: natural abundance water (top); 17O enriched (90%) water (middle);
2H enriched (99%) water (bottom). The spectra are recorded with the HTA pulse optimized for the
detection of double-quantum transitions (ω1 = 3.6·107 rad/s, tHTA = 2 µs). The EDNMR spectra were
recorded at the 3rd hyperfine peak of the EPR spectrum. All single-quantum (SQ) and multinuclear
double- (DNQ) and triple-quantum (TNQ) transitions are assigned.

The same advantages can be seen for more complex systems. Our laboratories have recently
reported high field EDNMR data for a series of oxygen (µ-oxo) bridged manganese homodimers
and manganese-iron heterodimers [583]. This set included two simple synthetic complexes and two
biological cofactors, from the manganese calatase enzyme and R2-like ligand oxidase (R2lox) enzyme.
Using EDNMR we could characterize the electronic properties of the bridging oxygen(s) which mediate
the super-exchange interaction between the two metal ions. And as above, our EDNMR spectra could
also access all other magnetic nuclei in the complex (14N, 1H, 55Mn).

7.5. Conclusion

EDNMR performed at higher magnetic fields is unrivalled in terms of its sensitivity and
bandwidth compared to conventional double resonance methods. The two examples above, an organic
radical and a transition metal complex, are a testament to this. Furthermore, the robust nature
of EDNMR towards fast relaxation allows it to be used for less well-defined chemical systems
including protein aggregates (such as amyloids) and heterogeneous materials (such as metal oxides).
EDNMR will in the future dramatically extend the range and scope of chemical problems pulse
EPR techniques are applied to. An example of the depth of information that EDNMR can provide
is given in the next Section 8, Case Study II, on the biological water splitting cofactor in oxygenic
photosynthesis. Here, EDNMR was used to resolve the binding of the two substrate waters to the
catalyst, a tetramanagnese-calcium cluster. These measurements were only possible using EDNMR at
high magnetic field owing to the fast relaxation of the cofactor due to its integer electron spin.

EDNMR is also not limited to one-dimensional experiments as described above.
Multi-dimensional EDNMR methods, similar to that of ESEEM, have already been reported by the
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Goldfarb group at the Weizmann Institute. One of such methods, Triple Hyperfine Correlation
Spectroscopy (THYCOS) combines the EDNMR and Davies ENDOR pulse sequences to provide
enhanced linewidth resolution [275]. We expect that further development of these methods will
allow intrinsially small magnetic interactions to be interrogated. This could open up new approaches,
using both instrinsic and extrinsic spin labels, to characterize distant nuclei, constrain the relative signs
of the hyperfine intercations, in molecules that contain multiple NMR active nuclei, and potentially
extract nuclear-nuclear coupling in paramagnetic systems.

8. Case Study II: High-Field ENDOR and EDNMR Studies of the Oxygen Evolving Complex
(OEC) in PS II

8.1. Introduction

High field EPR spectroscopy is opening up new opportunities to study transition metal catalysis,
particularly of high spin complexes. As described in the previous sections, such complexes are often
EPR silent at lower microwave frequencies and typically display fast T1 relaxation, hampering the
application of double resonance type methodologies such as ENDOR. The high field regime instead
allows alternative techniques to be used, such as ELDOR-detected NMR, which displays both enhanced
sensitivity and broadband detection, allowing difficult magnetic nuclei to be detected i.e., low-γ nuclei
with large quadrupole moments. Below we describe how the application of high field EPR techniques
has revolutionized our understanding of the mechanism of biological water oxidation, performed by a
single enzyme in nature, Photosystem II (PS II).

Biological water oxidation is one of the most important processes in nature and is directly
related to the topical field of renewable energy research [551–556]. The catalytic center hosts a
unique protein-bound Mn4OxCa cluster, with five or six oxygen bridges depending on the state
of the enzyme. The same cofactor is used by all organisms performing oxygenic photosynthesis and
catalyzes the reaction:

2H2O
4 photons−−−−−→ O2 ↑ + 4H+ + 4e− (4)

PS II employs visible light (400–700 nm) to drive the water-splitting reaction. Note that four
light quanta are necessary to produce one O2 from 2 water molecules [604]. The energy derived
from this process is chemically stored in the form of reduced plastoquinone, which is subsequently
used to generate NADPH, and an electrochemical potential that is derived from concomitant proton
transfer across the thylakoid membrane. This latter process drives ATP synthesis from ADP. NADPH
and ATP are necessary for the conversion of carbon dioxide (CO2) into carbohydrates [605]. Thus,
PS II—together with a second photosystem, Photosystem I (PSI)—is primarily responsible for the vast
majority of sunlight-derived biological energy storage on Earth; namely all food, natural materials
(e.g., wood, cotton, peat), fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas) has been generated by photosynthesis.
It is also responsible for the oxygen-rich atmosphere and the protecting ozone layer, processes that
were of key importance for the development of higher life on our planet.

8.2. Structure of Photosystem II, Primary Events and the Water Oxidation Cycle

PS II carries many different cofactors for light-harvesting, excitation transfer, charge separation
and transmembrane electron transfer, reduction and protonation of acceptor molecules as well as for
the accumulation of oxidizing equivalents, leading to water splitting, O–O bond formation and O2

release (Figure 13a). The path of light-induced electron transfer and the water oxidation process is
shown in Figure 13b, and the structure of the Mn4OxCa cluster is shown in Figure 14a. Light excitation
of the reaction center of PS II, a multi-pigment assembly of four chlorophyll-a and two pheophytin-a
molecules, leads to primary charge separation on a picosecond timescale, a single electron transfer
process, resulting in a charge-separated radical-pair state [606]. The radical cation P•+680 of the primary
donor, a chlorophyll pigment, has an estimated oxidizing potential of +1.2 to +1.3 V, the highest known
in biology [607], which is required for efficient water oxidation. The radical anion of the primary
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acceptor, a pheophytin pigment (the Pheo bound to the D1 protein) exists transiently and is stabilized
by subsequent electron/hole transfer steps. The acceptor passes its electron to the bound plastoquinone
molecules (QA and subsequently QB), whereas P•+680 is reduced within nanoseconds by a redox active
tyrosine side chain of the D1 protein, YZ (Figure 14b). In this way, the distance between the electron
and the hole increases, suppressing recombination reactions. Reducing equivalents derived from this
process are temporarily stored as reduced plastoquinol (QBH2), a mobile electron carrier, generated
after two light absorption/charge separation and protonation events.
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data for the various steps in the RC are given. The protein has channels for entry of water and release 
of oxygen and protons. The figure shows only the protein subunits required for cofactor binding and 
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The structure of this membrane protein has been obtained by X-ray crystallography (XRD). The 
first crystallization of PS II from cyanobacteria and a structural analysis with 3.8 Å resolution has 

Figure 13. (a) View of Photosystem II (PS II) embedded in the thylakoid membrane of cyanobacteria,
Thermosynechococcus (T.) vulcanus, showing the protein scaffold (grey) with the central transmembrane
protein subunits D1 and D2 carrying the cofactors of the reaction center: chlorophylls (dark green),
pheophytins (yellow), plastoquinones (purple), carotenoids (red); two tyrosines, YZ, YD (black) and
the oxygen evolving complex (Mn4 cluster) [608]; (b) Schematic representation of PS II with the
light-induced electron transfer path (red arrows) starting from the primary donor pigment P680 via
Pheo to the first and secondary quinone QA, QB. The storage of the positive charge (hole) at P•+680 in the
M4 cluster of the Oxygen Evolving Complex (OEC) using a tyrosine (YZ) as interface is also shown.
Kinetic data for the various steps in the RC are given. The protein has channels for entry of water
and release of oxygen and protons. The figure shows only the protein subunits required for cofactor
binding and stabilization.

The structure of this membrane protein has been obtained by X-ray crystallography (XRD).
The first crystallization of PS II from cyanobacteria and a structural analysis with 3.8 Å resolution
has been done by the groups of H.T. Witt and W. Saenger (Berlin, Germany) [609] and was later
refined by J. Barber (London, UK) [610]. A breakthrough has recently been reported by J.R. Shen and
N. Kamiya (Okayama/Osaka, Japan) in 2011, who published a PS II structure with 1.9 Å resolution,
in which the arrangement of the Mn4OxCa cluster of the OEC was resolved for the first time [608],
see Figure 14a. One of the major problems of XRD of metalloproteins is radiation damage in the
intense X-ray beam of modern synchrotrons [611] that can however be avoided by fs time resolved
X-ray diffraction using a free electron X-ray laser (XFEL) [612,613]. In recent years this technique has
revolutionized structure analysis of PS II, in particular information on the arrangement of the Mn,
Ca and O atoms in the OEC and the water binding to the cluster has been determined for different
states of the OEC [525–527,529–531].

The accumulation of oxidizing equivalents on the donor side is necessary for the four-electron
water-splitting oxidation reaction as the reaction center only generates one electron hole per absorbed
photon. Oxidizing equivalents (“electron holes”) are stored by the tetranuclear manganese complex,
which is connected to the reaction center via the one-electron hole carrier YZ. To retain charge neutrality
protons are released during accumulation of oxidizing equivalents. This has the consequence of
leveling the redox transitions of the OEC such that the same oxidizing potential (about 1 V) can be
used for all Mn oxidation events [614]. The series of distinct redox intermediates that make up the
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water-splitting reaction cycle are described in terms of the Si states of the catalytic water oxidation
cycle first described by Bessel Kok [615], where i indicates the number of stored oxidizing equivalents
(i = 0–4) in the Mn4OxCa cluster, see Figure 14b). The S4-state, which has not yet been spectroscopically
identified, rapidly decays to S0 upon release of molecular triplet dioxygen and rebinding of one
substrate water molecule. It is postulated that the second water is only loosely associated with the
Mn4OxCa cluster until late in the reaction cycle, i.e., S2–S4 [616]. The dark-stable or resting state of the
enzyme is S1, since S0 is of low potential and is oxidized via a second redox-active tyrosine residue YD

of the D2 protein.
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state cycle originally proposed by B. Kok [615] showing the five S states of the oxygen evolving 
complex (OEC) S0 to S4. The subscripts of the S states give the number of stored oxidizing equivalents 
in the Mn cluster. Furthermore, the release of electrons and protons [617] and the entry of water 
molecules [616] are shown and the kinetic rates are given for the light-driven electronic S state 
advancement [614,618]; note that the last step S3 to S0 (via S4) is rate limiting (1.6 ms). For further 
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8.3. Electronic Structure of the OEC 

Manganese in its various oxidation states (e.g., Mn2+, Mn3+, Mn4+) has electron spin states of S = 
5/2, 4/2 and 3/2, respectively—note Ca2+ carries no spin (S = 0). In the oxygen-bridged Mn-cluster 
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Figure 14. (a) Structure of the Mn4O5Ca cluster with amino acid ligands according to the 1.9 Å X-ray
crystallographic structure of Umena et al. [608] (Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 3ARC). Note that 2
water molecules are bound to the Ca (W3, W4) and 2 waters to the dangling MnA (W1, W2); (b) S-state
cycle originally proposed by B. Kok [615] showing the five S states of the oxygen evolving complex
(OEC) S0 to S4. The subscripts of the S states give the number of stored oxidizing equivalents in the Mn
cluster. Furthermore, the release of electrons and protons [617] and the entry of water molecules [616]
are shown and the kinetic rates are given for the light-driven electronic S state advancement [614,618];
note that the last step S3 to S0 (via S4) is rate limiting (1.6 ms). For further details and leading references,
see [555,619,620].

8.3. Electronic Structure of the OEC

Manganese in its various oxidation states (e.g., Mn2+, Mn3+, Mn4+) has electron spin states of
S = 5/2, 4/2 and 3/2, respectively—note Ca2+ carries no spin (S = 0). In the oxygen-bridged Mn-cluster
(Figure 14a) the electron spins are coupled (via spin exchange), either ferro- or antiferromagnetically
and with varying strengths J, leading to a large variety of ground and excited spin states. The spin and
net oxidation states of the S-states, the order in which the Mn ions are oxidized and the level to which
they interact all have consequences for the redox properties of the cluster, the binding of the substrate
waters, and O2 and H+ release. An accurate picture of the electronic structure of the OEC is therefore
critical for understanding the mechanism of water oxidation. As the water oxidation cycle involves
four single oxidation events of the Mn4OxCa cluster, it is particularly well suited for studies by EPR
spectroscopies. Historically it has been shown that all S states display paramagnetism [621] with S0

and S2 possessing an effective half-integer spin ground states, Seff = 1/2. These two states are readily
accessible by cw and pulse EPR techniques, and much detailed information has been gathered on their
electronic structure. The characteristic EPR signals seen in both the S0 and S2 states are centered at
g ≈ 2 and are commonly referred to as the “multiline” spectrum [622,623]. The large number of spectral
lines of these spectra originates in the hyperfine interaction of the effective electron spin Seff = 1/2 with
the four 55Mn nuclei, each with nuclear spin I = 5/2. As the transitions appear over a relatively narrow
magnetic field range (≈160 mT) spectral congestion does not allow these interactions to be uniquely
determined. As a consequence, EPR-detected NMR techniques such as ENDOR, that measure the
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hyperfine-coupled 55Mn nuclei directly, have been applied to more accurately probe the electronic
structure [624–627]. These methods at X- and Q-band microwave frequencies have constrained the
oxidation states of the four manganese ions in the S0 and S2 states [272,619,624,628], the ligand field of
each Mn ion [629,630] and the role of the Ca2+ ion in catalysis [631,632]. An interesting result is that
even in the lowest state S0 of the Kok cycle no Mn2+ has been detected, resulting in Mn oxidation states
of Mn4(III, III, III, IV) for S0, Mn4(III, III, IV, IV) for S1 and Mn4(III, IV, IV, IV) for S2 [633].

Recently, high field EPR has extended this detailed description of the electronic structure of the
cofactor to the S3 state, the last metastable state of the catalytic cycle prior to O-O bond formation and
the release of O2. This state is challenging to study as the cofactor carries an even number of unpaired
electrons and thus displays an integer ground spin state. An earlier X-band EPR study resolved a
very broad EPR signal for the S3 state and postulated that the cofactor in this state has a ground
spin state of Seff = 3 [634]. Recent pulse W-band EPR experiments (Figure 15c) have corroborated
this assignment [635], and proved by a Rabi nutation experiment that the spin ground state is S = 3.
Additional 55Mn EDNMR experiments at W-band also showed that in S3 all Mn ions are in the Mn4+

state Mn4(IV,IV,IV,IV) and are octahedrally coordinated [635]. This requires that a sixth ligand is
binding to the open coordination site of the Mn3+ in S2 when it is oxidized. This ligand is most
probably the second substrate water molecule which also loses a proton in the S2 to S3 transition [635].
The elusive S4 state could not be trapped and characterized so far.
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Figure 15. (c) W band EPR spectrum of the S3 state in PSII of T. elongatus (S3-S1 light-dark difference
spectrum). The red dashed line shows a simulation with g and fine structure (ZFS) parameters D and
E/D [635]; the shaded curves show the contributions of the allowed EPR transitions to the simulated
powder spectrum, the color code is indicated. Due to the low T = 7 K only the lowest 4 transitions
contribute; (a) Pulse sequence for EDNMR; (b) W band EDNMR spectrum taken at the indicated field
position (arrow) in the EPR, showing two 55Mn hfcs; (d) Structure of the Mn4OxCa cluster how it
proceeds from S2→ S3→ S4 including the water binding step and proton release. This new water
along with an oxygen (O5) bridge likely represent the two substrates (in green) in the S4 state leading
to O2 release.

8.4. Substrate Binding to the OEC

The OEC represents a genuine molecular catalyst with only two sites for substrate binding,
resulting in single product formation, namely triplet O2, avoiding generation of other reactive oxygen
species as H2O2, HO2

− or O2
•−. While the exact sites of water binding are still debated, the kinetics

of binding are well understood. They have been determined by time-resolved membrane-inlet mass
spectrometry (MIMS) studies, which employ a rapid jump in H2

18O concentration within specific laser
flash sequences [616]. These experiments have identified a possible role for Ca2+ in the binding of
one water substrate, as substrate binding is influenced by chemical Ca2+/Sr2+ exchange. Similarly,
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these experiments established that the two substrate molecules bind at separate sites, as their exchange
rates vary independently with Si state. The slower exchanging substrate water (WS) can be detected in
all Si states suggesting it binds earlier in the S-state cycle (S0), while the faster exchanging substrate (Wf)
has only been resolved in the S2 and S3-states. FTIR measurements support these findings, suggesting
that one water molecule, possibly Wf, binds during the S2 → S3 transition [636]. Water binding has
been indicated in the S-state cycle in Figure 14.

High field EPR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for determining the identity (H2O/OH−/O2−)
and location of water-derived species bound at or in the vicinity of the Mn4OxCa cluster. This can
be achieved via the detection of the coupling of magnetic nuclei, 1H/2H (I = 1/2, 1) or 17O (I = 5/2),
to the Seff = 1/2 states (S0, S2) of the Mn4OxCa cluster. Recently, we have addressed this question
using high-field 17O-EDNMR [273] observing exchangeable 17O “water” signals. It is stressed that
this experiment needs to be performed at high field (W-band) owing to the blind spot limitations at
lower fields (X- and Q-band). Importantly, the induction of these 17O signals—the rate with which
the bulk solvent water (H2

17O) exchanged with the bound Mn-16O species—occurred on the same
timescale as observed in the mass spectrometry experiment. The 17O EDNMR at 94 GHz is shown
in Figure 16a. The spectral analysis of the spectra yielded three different 17O hyperfine couplings.
These were assigned by comparison with 17O labeled model complexes to (i) a µ-oxo bridge (green);
(ii) terminal MnA-OH/OH2 (orange); and (iii) Ca/2nd shell—OH/H2O ligands (purple). Orientation
selection in EPR allowed assignment of the exchangeable µ-oxo bridge to either O4 or O5 (Figure 16b).
A similar µ-oxo bridge signal was observed in Q-band 17O-ENDOR experiments [637], at significantly
lower S/N. Earlier low-frequency FTIR spectroscopy supports the above hypothesis that the OEC
contains an exchangeable µ2-oxo or µ3-oxo bridge [638]. The demonstration that a Mn µ-oxo bridge
of the OEC can exchange on a timescale similar to that of the substrate is novel. Model compounds
do not show fast exchange of µ-oxo bridges, probably because they lack several features provided by
the protein matrix such as acid/base functions. A final assignment of the strongly coupled oxygen to
O5 came from Ca/Sr exchange experiments [273] and ammonia binding studies [639]. The dynamic
nature of the O5 bridge observed in our studies on the S2 state [640] (Figure 17) and in the crystal
structure [608] also supports the assignment of the exchangeable oxygen to this “reactive” O5.
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Figure 16. (a) High-field ELDOR-detected NMR spectrum at W-band (94 GHz) obtained at center field
in the W-band EPR spectrum of the S2 state of the OEC (core complexes, T. elongatus), in which the
water has been exchanged three times with H2

17O (90% 17O enrichment). 14N and 17O resonances are
detected. The 14N lines stem from the histidine nitrogen bound to MnD. Three types of 17O hyperfine
couplings were analyzed (shown in green, orange and purple) from the single-quantum transitions.
Double-quantum (DQ) transitions were also observed (not shown) and used to corroborate the analysis.
The assignments to the exchangeable oxygen species bound to the Mn4O5Ca cluster are shown in panel
(b). For further details, see [273].

Recent 17O EDNMR studies of H2
17O binding to the S0 state found that in this state O5 is

protonated (OH-), suggesting the first substrate water is binding immediately after O2 release in the
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S4 → S0 transition and in the process loses a proton [641]. As discussed above, the high field EPR
data [635] strongly suggests that the second substrate water binds in the S2 → S3 transition, leading to
two oxygens (O5 and O6) in close proximity to each other in the “burning chamber” of the enzyme.
Recently X-ray crystallographic (XFEL) results obtained for the S3 state [531], support this finding
and have been further confirmed in a very recent publication by Kern et al. [642]. These important
spectroscopic and crystallographic results support the notion that two substrate water molecules
represent Mn bound oxygens and favor a radical type coupling mechanism as proposed by Siegbahn
(see below, Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Two dimensional magnetic topology of the OEC in PS II based on spectroscopic [635]
and theoretical work [237,620,633,643] detailing the structure of the Mn cluster in the later stages of
the cycle, the water binding event in S2 → S3, and the O-O bond formation in S4 [273,619,636,644].
The substrate oxygens leading to O2 formation are colored green in the cycle. The determined oxidation
states of the Mn ions in the respective S states are also given. In S3→ S4 a ligand centered oxidation is
proposed yielding an oxygen radical. Note that in S2 and possibly also in S3 two states exist (open and
closed cubane structures). In the S2 state a switch of the preferred total spin state of the cluster occurs
from low to high spin [237,640].

8.5. Conclusion and Future Challenges in Biological Water Oxidation

Advanced EPR techniques have contributed strongly to our understanding of the electronic
structure (oxidation and spin states of the metal ions) of the OEC in different states of the S cycle and
to the binding of water, and O2 formation. However, there are still many challenges to be tackled.
One pertinent open question is the structure of the elusive S4 state. A possible stabilization and
characterization of this state would finally complete our knowledge of the S states of the Kok cycle.
A missing key experiment is further the detection of the 6th oxygen (17O) in the manganese cluster by
EPR to support the recent crystallographic XFEL data of the S3 state [535,642]. This could in principle
be done by using H2

17O in combination with W-band 17O EDNMR on the S3 state. Furthermore,
the determination of the water binding kinetics should be followed for all state transitions by rapid
freeze quench techniques, also using H2

17O combined with 17O EDNMR detection. First experiments
along these lines have successfully been performed in our laboratory. The exchange of certain amino
acids in the vicinity of the OEC could shed light on the fine-tuning of its electronic structure in the
S state cycle and would be important to understand its high turnover frequency of about 500 s−1,
see Figure 14b. It is remarkable that the OEC within its limited lifetime of only 30 min under normal
light conditions performs about 106 catalytic cycles. A great challenge for chemists working in the
field of water oxidation is the understanding and modeling of the sophisticated mechanism by which
PS II repairs photo-damage of the protein subunit D1 [645], which carries both the pigments of the
electron-transfer chain and the manganese cluster. In this context the formation of the manganese
cluster in the protein is of great interest—also for (bio)inorganic chemists who are interested to
understand and synthesize a functional water splitting unit in chemical model systems.
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9. Conclusions

During the last two decades, the science community has witnessed a boost of new and exciting EPR
applications in chemistry, biology and physics. This is largely due to technological breakthroughs in
the development of pulsed microwave sources and components for frequencies up to several hundred
GHz, sweepable cryomagnet design and ultra-fast data-acquisition and data-handling instrumentation.
It enables the EPR spectroscopists to introduce multiple-pulse microwave irradiation schemes at very
high Zeeman fields—very much in analogy to what is common practice in modern NMR spectroscopy.
Advanced EPR in all its facets offers new powerful tools for determining structure-dynamics-function
relations of large disordered biosystems and transient intermediates with lifetimes as short as tens of
nanoseconds that can be observed in their working states on biologically relevant timescales.

The enduring growth of modern EPR and how it is reflected in terms of the number of EPR
research groups in Europe, the USA, Japan and other parts of the Asia-Pacific region, the number of
national and international specialized EPR symposia and advanced cross-border EPR schools as well
as interdisciplinary research programs with exciting international cooperation projects. There exist
regular schools for advanced EPR, such as those of the European Federation of EPR Groups (EF-EPR,
see, www.physics.ua.ac.be/EFEPR/). The first EF-EPR school was in Caorle, Italy, in 1999. This
was followed by the schools in Retie, Belgium (2002), in Wiesbaden, Germany (2005), in St Andrews,
UK (2008), in Konstanz, Germany (2010), in Rehovot, Israel (2013) and in Berlin, Germany (2015).

Such a growth of the advanced EPR community was made possible by sustaining financial support
from national and international funding agencies. For example, the European Union supported
the Human Capital and Mobility (HCM) project “High-Field EPR: Technology and Applications”
(Coordinator J. Schmidt, Leiden, 1993–1996), and the DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) granted
exceptionally strong support through the Priority Programmes 1051 “High-Field EPR in Biology,
Chemistry and Physics” (Coordinator K. Möbius, Berlin, 1998–2004) and 1601 “New Frontiers in
Sensitivity for EPR Spectroscopy: From Biological Cells to Nano Materials” (Coordinator M. Bennati,
Göttingen, funded since 2012, see, www.spp1601.de/).

There can be no doubt that in the area of (bio)molecular spectroscopy the visibility of EPR in
relation to NMR has strongly increased, and our working hypothesis, “EPR meets NMR at high
magnetic fields”, appears to be justified. This perception is probably also due to the existence of
international EPR societies and their dissemination activities. As examples, we mention here only
ISMAR (International Society for Magnetic Resonance, see, www.weizmann.ac.il/ISMAR/) and IES
(International EPR (ESR) Society, see, www.ieprs.org/). In particular the EPR Newsletter of IES (editor
L.V. Mosina, see www.epr-newsletter.ethz.ch/) has matured to a valuable professional publication
of new information about worldwide EPR activities as well as essays by competent authors on
magnetic-resonance history. And with theme-centered articles written by leading experts in the
field such as, for instance, Pros and Cons of Pulse Dipolar ESR: DQC & DEER by P.P. Borbat and J.H.
Freed [37] or Animal Detected Magnetic Resonance by P.J. Hore [646], or Dynamic Nuclear Polarization at
High Magnetic Fields by T. Prisner [647].

There is a strong international competition between large-scale national facilities for high- and
ultrahigh magnetic field NMR spectroscopy located, for example, in the UK, Germany, France,
The Netherlands, Italy, and USA. To maintain a worldwide top position in ultrahigh-field NMR (and
EPR!) research, development and application, it is imperative to host leading-edge instrumentation
with its associated infrastructure for supporting the active scientists involved, often coming as
short-term visitors for joint projects.

An illustrative example for how fast a leading position in the internatonal competition in
ultrahigh-field magnetic resonance can be lost because of underfunding is the situation in the
UK: As is openly discussed in the magnetic-resonance community, the UK has temporarily fallen
behind its previous international competitive power both in capacity and capability. The probable
reason is underinvestment in advanced NMR instrumentation for over a decade preventing to
purchase the next generation of ultrahigh field NMR equipment. The hope is that the public funding
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institutions for research and development will quickly react and set the right priorities to enable NMR,
MRI (and EPR) to continue their triumph in modern analytical and medical sciences. Innovation and
commercialization, these were always the key ingredients of the development of magnetic resonance
applications. The NMR, MRI and EPR markets have always been dominated by a limited number
of physical research laboratories and small dedicated companies. Their creative activities cannot
be arbitrarily switched on or off—with any switch of governmental politics. This fact has many
confirmations in the history of fundamental and applied sciences. In this relation, to cheer you up by
some optimistic views on the future of ultrahigh field magnetic resonance, it is comforting to read
the appraisals of Ewald Moser et al. [648] on the role of magnet technology to increase sensitivity
and specificity.

To sum up, we will reemphasize a few points:

- New developments in pulsed microwave and sweepable cryomagnet technology as well
as ultrafast electronics for signal data handling and processing have pushed the limits of
modern EPR spectroscopy to the mm- and sub-mm wavelength and 15 T Zeeman field regions.
Sub-micromolar concentrations of paramagnetic molecules such as nitroxide spin-labeled
protein complexes have become sufficient to characterize reaction intermediates—offering
new application possibilities in biochemistry and molecular biology [17,28,29]. Moreover,
for multifrequency EPR experiments on frozen solutions typical sample volumes are 250 µL
(S-band), 150 µL (X-band), 10 µL (Q-band) and 1 µL (W-band), see [649–653]. This is orders of
magnitude better than the sample volume requirements for modern NMR spectroscopy.

- Modern multifrequency EPR methods, in particular at high magnetic fields and microwave
frequencies, provide unique information on structure and dynamics of stable and transient
radicals and radical pairs occurring in chemical and biological processes. Optimized time
windows can be selected by the multifrequency EPR approach to disentangle different modes of
motion at biologically relevant timescales.

- Compared to optical spectroscopy, both NMR and EPR, notoriously suffer from low detection
sensitivity, in fact NMR much more than EPR (by a factor of 106). Hence, both techniques strive
for “quantum transformation” in a double-resonance experiment by which the radiofrequency or
microwave quanta absorbed at resonance are not detected directly but rather by their effect
on a coupled quantum system of higher energy [653–655]. For this strategy, ENDOR is a
paradigmatic example.

- A different strategy for sensitivity enhancement is taking advantage of spin-polarization effects
on a nuclear-spin system by a coupled electron-spin system. Powerful polarizing mechanisms
are, for instance, CIDNP, CIDEP; they cover a wide field of research and applications. The key
references of original and overview articles and books in the literature of this field are just too
many to be cited here. From the numerous review articles and monographs published over recent
decades we give only a few examples which we found useful, such as [132,656–661]. A recent
illuminating research article by Michael Wasielewski and coworkers on spin polarization transfer
by the radical pair mechanism [661] contains a representative list of refrences with leading
citations included.

- Many organic cofactors in electron-transfer proteins have only small g anisotropies and, hence,
to resolve the canonical g-tensor orientations in disordered samples such as frozen solutions much
higher magnetic fields are required than available in X-band EPR. Thereby, orientation-selective
hydrogen bonding and polar interactions in the protein binding sites can be traced by high-field
EPR, which provides information complementary to what is available from high-resolution
X-ray crystallography.

- Organic radicals are often generated as transient intermediates during photoinitiated processes
in proteins. To identify and distinguish them by the small differences in their g-factors and
hyperfine interactions, time-resolved high-field EPR becomes the method of choice for elucidating
reaction pathways.
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- Pulse EPR techniques for solid-state applications have come to the fore and can provide details of
weak electron–electron or electron–nuclear couplings and their orientational dependence—even
in disordered powder samples or glasses. State-of-the-art pulse high-field EPR spectrometers
at 94 GHz offer single nanoseconds length π/2 pulses and short dead-times with GHz
detection bandwidths permitting multi-dimensional, multi-resonance experiments at the 1 µM
concentration level.

- PELDOR, ENDOR, ESEEM or EDNMR at high Zeeman fields take additional advantage of
the orientation selection of molecular sub-ensembles in powder or frozen-solution samples.
Thereby, even in the case of small g anisotropies, these techniques can provide single-crystal-like
information about electron dipolar and electron–nuclear hyperfine interactions, including the
directions of interspin dipolar axes in coupled radical pairs and hydrogen bonds to cofactors in
the protein.

- In metallo-protein high-spin systems, such as the Mn2+ or Co2+ proteins, the EPR spectrum
analysis can be drastically simplified at high Zeeman fields due to the suppression of second-order
effects. This is also accompanied by a considerable increase in sensitivity. In case of large zero-field
splittings, EPR transitions might not be observable at all at X-band, but become accessible at
higher quantum energies of mm or sub-mm microwaves.

- High-field EPR noticeably extends the applicability of the site-directed spin-labeling technique,
which was originally combined with X-band EPR. Owing to the spectral resolution of both
the g-tensor and hyperfine-tensor components of nitroxide spin probes, polarity and proticity
profiles of the protein microenvironment can be identified, for example in transmembrane
channel proteins.

- High-field EPR/high-frequency instrumentation development will remain a challenging task.
This specifically refers to sufficient output power of mm and sub-mm microwave sources for fast
ns pulsing. Ultrahigh-field magnet technology improvements will continue to play a decisive
role in this endeavor. We concur with the assessment of a reviewer of this paper stating that “EPR
is on a journey and the next ten years will see a push to the very highest fields and frequencies,
partly led by advances in mm-wave/THz technology”.

- Both the NMR and EPR communities are driven by the same motivation—to understand spin
interactions in complex systems for revealing their structure and dynamics—be it from the
viewpoint of materials science, or biological or medical sciences. The big issues in the natural
and life sciences—environment, sustainable energy, health and disease, food and water—ask for
the best of all methodologies to apply, including EPR and NMR. Success of contributions to such
big issues will rely on the design of new magnetic-resonance experiments “off the beaten track”
as well as on in-depth theoretical analyses of the experimental results on the basis of modern
quantum-chemical methodologies.

Browsing through Web of Science reveals that the enthusiasm of the scientists working in the
area of ultrahigh field NMR spectroscopy (and high-field EPR spectroscopy) seems to be undaunted.
As for specialized scientific meetings, for example, the workshop “Ultrahigh field NMR spectroscopy:
challenges and new horizons” is scheduled for 19 November 2018, at the University of Lille, France.
It will be organized (and sponsored) by the French CNRS Research Infrastructure “Magnetic Nuclear
Resonance, Very High Fields”. The workshop aims at presenting the potential of high-field NMR
spectroscopy in chemistry, materials science and biology and the new horizons opened by the advent
of high-resolution NMR magnets with 1H Larmor frequency higher than 1 GHz. Incidentally, in this
frequency range low-field L- and S-band EPR are still being used successfully, for example, in specific
PELDOR experiments [662] or in vivo EPR imaging [663]. Apparently, time has come that indeed
biomolecular EPR meets NMR at high magnetic fields and resonance frequencies—and thus do
the related technologies involved. Current interests in both communities are the protein dynamics
playing a role for enzymatic function as well as protein–matrix interactions—and the methods for
their respective elucidation both in solid and liquid solution samples. Hence, it is not surprising that
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the research topics addressed in job advertisements and announcements of vacancies for graduate
students sound rather similar in both areas: characterization of proteins or DNA complexes in terms of
molecular structure, dynamics and function.
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